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ABSTRACT 

The introduction of the Action Plan in 1983 

produced a number of changes in non-advanced post 

compulsory education in Scotland. New assessment 

procedures were introduced together with a modular 

course structure. 

In Chapter one, the educational features of the 

new system and particularly those of, the SOCTVEC 

mathematics module Mathematics 2/Analysis 1 (M 2/A 1) 

are discussed. 

Chapter two deals with the development of 

teaching/learning materials for that Mathematics 

module. 

In Chapter three the evaluation of these materials 

and their role in the learning environment are 

described. 

In Chapter four the implications of the study 

are discussed. 
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5. 

I 
of 40 hours. Part-time students can be employees or 

apprentices with day-release, pupils in schools who 

attend for less than the full-ýschool week, adults who 

take a limited number of subjects. 

In January 1984, the first module descriptors were 

produced by development teams Which had been formed after 

the publication of the Action Plan. By August 1986 

about 2000 modules have become available. There are 

two main types of modules: general and specialist. 
In the module descriptors a preferred entry level, a set 

of learning outcomes which specify what the student should 
know, a content/context description, learfting/teaching app- 

roaches and- assessment procedures are described. They 

were published by the Scottish Vocational Education 

Council (SCOTVEC 1986). 

In figure 1.1 the mathematics module grid is shown. 

The grid shows the structure of the mathematics modules. 

and some of their relationships. The groups-of modules 

with the prefix M1 correspond with the range of mathe- 

matics which the students have encountered at school 
before the age of 16. Some of the modules with prefix 
M2 correspond approximately with the mathematical 

content of Higher Course.. The groups of modules-, vith 
the prefix M3 are classified as post-Higher mathematics. 

Most of the modules are offered as 40-hour modules. 
M 11 G 21 M11 G3 can also be offered as 80-hour modules. 
Modules which are displayed with a diagonal in the 

middle grid have a flexibility in the time location. 

Modules Aj, A 2A 31C1 cover the Higher mathematics 

syllabus but alternative groupings such as Aj, A 2'C1 
and S2 are possible for students desiring to continue 

with Higher Education (college or university studies). 
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Figure 1.1 
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This study is concerned with the mathematics module 
Analysisl Algebra 1 (M 2 

JA, ý. It is a general module 
which is designed to present mathematical concepts within 
the context of applications. Students who have O-Grade 

mathematics C pass, Standard Grade mathematics at level 3 

. 
or some qualification equivalent. to this level, for example 
Mathematics module MjJG 3 can enter this module. It is a 
key module, especially for those who wish to study mathe- 
matics further. The content of this module is about 

one third of the Higher mathematics syllabus and of the 

Revised Higher (Scottish Examination Board, 
. 
1986). 

In the Appendix A the latest version of the module 
descriptor for M2 JA, (1986-87) is shown. This is almost 
the same as the one published by SCOTVEC. in Spring 1984. 

There are some small differences in the content (for 

example, -3-dimensional vectors were not included in the 
first version). In the learning and teaching approaches, 

computer access, group problem solving and practical 
investigations are regarded as essential parts of the 

module. Moreover, the use of self-help remedial 

materials is suggested to reinforce skills. 

To satisfy the learning and teaching approaches of 
the module, teachers have to produce or share teaching/ 
learning materials in order to cover the different needs 

of- students. In the Action Plan, it has been seen that 

teachers "should allow more time for preparation of course 

materials and development of appropriate teaching methods. " 

This suggestion has not seemed to work during the first 

years of the implementation of modules (1984-86). The 

main reason is that teachers have many responsibilities: 
they are assessors and counsellors as well as tutors. 

In addition they have to adopt a role different from 

that they used to, having to achieve the flexibility 

proposed in the Action Plan. For these reasons they. do 

not have'the time to produce teaching/learning materials 

which are essential to their course. 
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Previous work for the module M21A1. 

The development teams who worked on the Mathematics 

modules produced, in a very short period, guidelines on 
teaching and learning approaches and on the assessment 

of the modules. They produced guidelines on, modules 
MjjG 2 and M2 ]A, regarding them as exemplar modules 
for elementary (M 1) and advanced (M 2 and M3) respectively. 

In the guidelines for teaching and learning approaches 

a learning environment is suggested using the essential 
ingredients which have been identified in the Cockcroft 

Report, paragraph 243. Teachers, fellow and senior 

students, experience, books, television, films, formal 

self-instructional materials, posters, exhibitions, 

are also regarded as essential. Learning resources 

which have been suggested are practical activities, 
investigations, books, tape/booklet sequences, video- 
tape sequences, computer programs and posters. The 

materials which had not been evaluated are summarised 
below. 

'Practical activities: The desirability of having a 

variety of different activities is emphasized to meet 
the needs and interests of all the students. The 

guidelines point out that help and direction will be 

necessary for the students as they are not used to this 
learning approach. Fourteen activities are described 

in the guidelines, from one to four items for every 

mathematical topic of. the module. 

'Errors: Two activities on measurement and 

errors are described, one about 
large measurements and the other 

about small. 

Linear Functions: Four activities are described, three 

about fitting a straight line to ex- 
perimental data. and the fourth about 
the concept of gradient. 
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Quadratic Functions: Three activities are described; 

two emphasize the relationship 
of the formula of the quadratic 
function and its graph and the 

third is about the solution of a 

quadratic equation by the use of 

a device. 

Looking for an 
experimental law: An experiment is described and the 

experimental law is sought by plot- 
ting the set of experimental points. 

Trigonometric 
Functions: Three activities are described. One 

is about the drawing of sine curves 
from a number of experimental points, 

another about the use of trigonometry 
for calculating heights of buildings 

and the third one involves plotting 

sine-cosine curves using a mechanical 

analogue. 
Vectors: An activity about the addition of 

vectors using three spring balances 

is described. 

Investigations: It is emphasized that the investigations 

must be for all the students not only for the more able 

and that they will need help with this work. A written 

essay in which they describe their work on the invest- 

igation is suggeste d. 

Four investigations are suggested: thb design of a 

milk carton, a book based investigation about properties 

of. parabola (Lockwood, 1978) an old puZ'zle about the 

calculation of. the height of. an arc supported by. a chord 

of half a mile and of length of one foot longer than the 

chord, and an investigation about vector algebra using 

magic squares. 

Books: Six series of. books are suggested. 

p 
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Tape/booklet sequences: These sequences consist of book- 

lets with audio-tape commentaries which take the student 
through the mathematics in a step-by-step manner, each 

step requiring a response. An example on Error Algebra 

is described in the guidelines. 

Mathematics on Videotape: Videotaped solutions to a select- 
ion of problems have been produced. Two examples are 
described in the guidelines. The speaker works step-by- 

step on the problem using informal language and showing 
the process of his thinking. These tapes can be used 
by individuals or by small groups. 

Computer aided learning: Seven simple computer programs 

written in Basic for a BBC Model B are described. 

ERROR: It calculates the speed of a vehicle when the 

distance and time are given and encourages 

the students to look critically at the results. 

GRAPH: The students are asked to estimate the point 

where the minimum of a curve occurs. The 

iteration stops at ten decimal places. 

LINEAR: It fits a straight line to a given set of 

co-ordinates using the method of least squares. 

QUAD: It produces the graph of the quadratic function 

f(x) ='axl. + bx +c if 
, 
the student supplies 

a, b, c. only values 0<x< 10 and 

-100 <y< 100 are plotted. on the screen. 

PARABola: It simulates a penny being 'flicked' from a table 

top. It displays the velocity required to land 

the penny on that spot and the equation of the 

path given the x-valud. 

SIN: It. draws f urictions of the f qrm y sin bx 

, where x is in radians. 

FENCE:. It draws a fence post with a single wire 

attached. Given the angle of the second 

wire and the tespective tensions the drawing 

is completed. The vector diagram and the 

resultant are also shown. 
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Posters: Posters can provide background information, 

stimulate interest by presenting problems or puzzles 

and encourage good study skills. Some examples of 

posters are given. 

In the guidelines for the assessment procedures 

criterion-referenced formative and summative assess- 

ment methods are described. 

The formative assessment consists of the student 

workfile where the students keep all their work during 

the module and of diagnostic worksheets. The work- 

sheets seek to determine whether the'student is coping 

with the current work of the class. 

The summative assessment consists of a short answer 

paper, an extended answer paper and the student's workfile. 
A score of 45 out of 60 is regarded as satisfactory for 

the short answer paper and 15 out of 40 for the extended 

answer paper. Students whose performance is not satis- 
factory are asked to resit the test where they failed 

after some remedial work. 

The guidelines suggest roughly eight weeks for 

covering the content of the module, followed by two weeks 
for revision and consolidation. Each week covers four 

hours of. the 40 hours module. It is suggested that one 

week can be devoted to error algebra and its applic- 

ations, one week to graphs and practical modelling, 

one week to Iinear functions, two weeks to quadratic 
functions, two weeks to circular functions and one week 
to vectors. In figure 1.2 a. student progress report 

shows the distribution of. the content ofthe module in 

eight weeks. It also shows the assessment require- 

ments. 
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Figure 1.2 
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About the study 

This study is concerned with the development of 
learning/teaching materials for the mathematics 

module M2 JA 
V" It aims to see if a learning environ- 

ment of the type suggested by the guidelines can be 

created and to evaluate the individual components as 

well as the overall environment. It might also help 

teachers to modify their teaching roles in the direct- 

ions suggested by the guidelines. In developing the 

materials the intention has been to meet the needs of 
all the students. Each student could choose-from the 

whole suite of the materials, with the help of his/her 

teacher, and select those which meet his/her learning 

patterns and needs. 

The learning/teaching materials include computer 

programs, videotaped expositions, consolidation and 

practice exercises, practical activities, tape/booklet 

sequences, posters and a collection ofinvestigations. 
These materials are described in Chapter 2. 

The development of the materials started in January 
1985, two years after the publication of. the Action Plan. 
The materials have been tested in colleges of Further 
Education and schools in Scotland. The evaluation 

adopted the illuminative approach (Malcolm Parlett, 

David Hamilton, 1972) and consisted of two stages. 
One stage was intended to evaluate the individual 

materials while the second was intended to show how the 

materials fit in the whole learning environment. The 

procedures of evaluation are described in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING/TEACHING MATERIALS 

Computer aided learning materials 

Computer aided learning is recommended in both the 

guidelines and the module descriptor for M2 JA 
V 

The vast technological change and the needs of the 

society require people, nowadays, to be computer 
literate- "Today's schoolchildren were born in the 
"computer age" and must leave school as computer- 
literate adults if they are to function in a computer- 

oriented society" (Glass, 1984). Moreover, rightly 

used, computers can improve the learning process in 

mathematics. The reasons for this lie in the 

capabilities of computers, especially microcomputers. 
They can provide interactive graphic displays which 

allow mathematical concepts to be presented more 

efficiently than in a textbook. Animation can also 
help to clarify higher-level concep ts. They can 

perform calculations very quickly. "Microcomputers 

are powerful means of doing mathematics extremely 

quickly and sometimes in a visually dramatic way" 
(Curriculum matters 3,1985). The computer can 

provide an immediate and flexible response to the 

students' work and opportunities for them to try their 

own examples and to investigate mathematical ideas. 

It can also provide a genuinely. individualised learning 

resource and so provide stronger motivation to the 

students. 

Positive'contributions of. computers to the 

learning process, however, require suitable computer 

programs. Mackie-(1986)ýarguds that the use of 

computers-can enhance a student's mathematical ex- 

perience but to maximise. this experience use of. 
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appropriate well designed software is needed. Micro- 

computers are still expensive devices compared with 
other media. In addition to this, the development 

of computer programs requires effort and time, so 

careful thought is demanded about the design of 

computer programs. 

There is no doubt that the computer can 
provide motivation. Some believe it to 
be a halo effect and that children will 
become tired of the medium. Even if this 
were true, it would merely mean that 
computer assisted learning should be used 
economically where it can give most bene- 
fit as for all teaching techniques. 

(Beveridge, 1984) 

The computer aided learning must offer something 

more than 'drill and practice', it must enhance 

students' understanding of mathematical concepts. 
Baýpal_et. al, (1985) believe that computer programs 

should provide opportunity for discovery, interaction 
between program and user, good presentation for 

example colour, sound, graphics, to enhance-students' 

understanding. Phillips (1986) also emphasizes the 

care needed in using suitably the graphics capabil- 
ities of the computer. Phillips suggests that the 

exploitation of. the diagram can only be through the 
discovery of new ways of presenting Edeas and new 

ways of thinking. 

In this study. eight computer programs have been 

developed to complement ordinary class teaching. 

They are short, to avoid consuming too much of. the 

students' time, and present mathematical concepts 

encountered by the students during the module. The 
first seven programs aim to make one teaching point 
each, although inevitably there is some incidental 

teaching within each program depending on the 
knowledge and skills of the student. The ei-4hth 
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program is of. an integrative nature drawing ideas from 

several parts of the module. The teaching points of 
the programs are described in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 

Program Teaching Point(s) 

Errors How to find a sensible answer 

for the quotient given by a 

computer or a hand calculator. 

Minimum Location of the minimum value 

of a funcýion from its graph 

by trial and error. 

Line Fitting a straight line to ex- 

perimental data and its reliability. 

Quadratic The shape of the graph of the 

function quadratic function and its 

properties. 

Cosine-Sine Properties of the cosine graph and 

curves approximations to periodic functions. 

Radian Relationship between radians 

and degrees. 

Vectors Addition of vectors. 

Bridge Shape of parabola, lines of action 

of. balanced forces meeting in a 

point, resolution and evaluation 

of forces, rounding of numbers. 
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The way in which the programs are used is left to 

the teacher although some suggestions are given in the 

teaching guide for the computer programs (Appendix D). 

The programs may be used as illustrative materials 
during a 'chalk and talk' exposition, or as part of 
the students' work or as remediation exercises. 

Each program comes with an appropriate worksheet 
for the student to complete for his/her workfile (see 

Appendix D). on the worksheet, instructions Are given 
to the student about the procedure needed to see the 

program. A first example is suggested for the student 
to try in most of the worksheets, so that the student 

who has not used computers before is helped over the 

initial stages. Also, some easy questions are set for 

the student to answer using the computer program. 
Copies of the worksheets are included in the teaching 

guide. 

The computer programs are written in BBC Basic and 

are suitable for the BBC model (B) microcomputer. They 

are written for colour monitor as well as for black and 

white. They requiredtwo 40 track discs. More details 

about the programming part of. the materials are given 
in Appendix D. 

Videotaped expositions 

The use of.. video as a medium for learning has, in 

general, advantages and disadvantages. Video programmes 

can: be used as an open learning resource by adults or 
by students who are absent from the classroom because of 
illness;, help students to understand some ideas with the 

use oflanguage and of. the. visual image at the same time; 

be used for revision of previous knowledge; free the 

teacher for other tasks; provide experiences where first 

hand experiences are not possible. Besides the advant- 

ages-which the use of.. video offers in the learning process 
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this medium also has some limitations. It presents a 
topic regardless of. the reaction of the class. There 
is no interaction with the students, so they get bored 

quickly. The programme may not meet the needs of all 
the students, for some may be too slow while for others 
too fast. It takes a long time for preparation of the 

programmes and their production is usually costly. 

In this study thirty-one videotaped expositions 
have been recorded. The way of recording and the 

presentation is very simple and does not aim at broad- 

cast standards. It uses the 'voice-over' presentation 
described by Searl (1981). The teacher who records 
the programmes works step by step on some problems 
explaining as clearly as possible his/her work, using 
informal language. The teacher does not appear on the 

screen but only his/her written work appears on the 

screen. As reported by Searl, this method has been 

found successful for remediation and does not occupy 

much of the teacher's time. 

The videotaped expositions differ from those 
described by Searl in some points. They cover the 

main parts of the content of the module M 211ý1 and 
not just a selection of problems. In these programmes, 
the speaker appears sometimes on the screen, mostly 
when he/she describes an historical or introductory 

part of theý lesson. 

The programmes aim to cover the needs of the weaker 
students analysing as clearly as possible the mathematic- 
al concepts, structures and skills. 

One of the aims of preparing these. videotaped 
expositions of the course was to investigate whether the 

course content can indeed be coveted within the teaching 
hours allotted to the module as described in the module 
descriptor and in the guidelines. It has been found 
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I 
that the expositional part of. the course covered nine 

hours and fourteen minutes, that is about one-third of 

the teaching hours allotted to the module, excluding the 

two last weeks of. revision and remediation. The pro- 

grammes can offer some ideas to the teachers about the 

distribution of. the content of. the module according to 

the time available. They can also give more detailed 

description of the content than is given in the module 

descriptor. They can also provide an example of a 

different teaching approach. 

The expositions can be used for remediation by 

students working individually or in small groups. They 

can also be used as an open learning resource. Students 

who have missed a lesson can use the programmes. 
Another way of using them is by the class as a whole. 
This gives an opportunity to the teacher to modify the 

teacher-taught stance by sitting alongside the students 

watching the programmes, picking up points that might 

need further discussion and sometimes offering an alterna- 
tive view. The programmes need to be used mixed with 

other teaching resources: by themselves they very quickly 
become boring. Back-up materials accompanying the 

expositions can provide practice pf the main concepts 

and skills presented on the programmes. The programmes 
should not be used continuously for more than 10-15 

minutes. 

From. the thirty-one expositions, nine have been 

recorded by the author while the rest have been recorded 
by Dr. John Searl, Senior Lecturer in the Department of 
Mathematics, University of Edinburgh. In Table 2.2, 

the number of programmes for each topic, their total 
duration and the number of 

* 
teaching weeks for each topic 

are shown. More details about the content of the 

programmes and their presentation. are included in the 
teaching guide*(Appendix E). , 
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Table 2.2 

Topic Number of Total "weeks" 
programmes duration (4h) 

Errors 4 1 hr 15 mins 1 

Functions 2 341 mins 
and 
Graphs 2 

Linear 5 1 hr 34 mins 
functions 

Quadratic 
functions 7 2 hr 26 mins 2 

Trigonometry 9 2 hr 39 mins 2 

Vectors 4 45 mins 1 

The duration of each individual programme varies 
from 61 minutes to 261 minutes. The nine programmes 
on trigonometry are those recorded by the author. 
The commentary of those nine programmes is included 

in Appendix E. 
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Consolidation. and., Practice Exercises 

A large number of students underachieve in 

mathematics. One of the causes of this underachieve- 

ment is that they have not assimilated previous 
knowledge on which they can build new mathematical 

concepts and skills. Because of this they find the 

new material in their course very complicated and 
they have difficulty in coping with what they encounter 
in their class. Skemp (1971,1986) states that for' 

the formation ofnew concepts, contributory concepts 

needed for this abstraction must be available, "It is 

not sufficient for them to have been learned some-. time 

in the past, they must be accessible when needed".. 
Cockcroft, also, in. paragraph 248, emphasizes the need 
for practising skills and routines which the students 
have already learned so that'they are available for 

use in other mathematical activities like problem 

solving and investigational work. Research also in 

Sudan (Sheikh, 1984), has shown that the regular practice 

of fundamental skills helped. pupils to perform better in 

the examinations. Sheikh reported that about a quarter 

of the pupils from the failing group transferred to the 

passing group. In that study the consolidation exercises 

were a translation into Arabic of exercises taken from 

"Ten a Day" by A. L. Griffiths. 

The importance of. this recapitulative activity 

suggests that it is essential to provide the students in 

a formal way with suitable opportunities for the practice 

of skills, routines, concepts which they. had met in their 

previous studies. 

In. this study. a set of exercises modelled on the 

Griffiths pattern have been developed for the mathematics 

module M2 IA, ', * F=ý booklets have been produced. Each 
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booklet consists of. ten sets of ten easy questions. 
Answers, not solutions, are given at the back of the 
booklet. 

The exercises are designed mainly for students who 
uhderachieve in mathematics. The aim is to improve the 

students' mathematical attainment by revising skills. 

and ideas which they may have forgotten. They are partly 
diagnostic and can help both the student and teacher to 

identify areas of weakness. An attempt has been made to 

make the questions simple so as to give confidence to 

the students about their mathematical ability. 

They cover basic materials taught in Secondary 

School mainly. in the third year and earlier. Every set 

contains ten questions on a particular topic. A target 

time is given for each set hoping to induce a brisk 

attitude in the students towards the exercises. From 

the results of. a pilot study, this target time seems 
to be appropriate for about 85% of the students. A 

typical set is shown in figure 2.1. In Table 2.3 the 

topics covered in each booklet are described. A more 
detailed description of the content of each booklet is 

given in the teaching guide (Appendix F). 

The exercises are designed to be used by the students 
in their own time without any formal teaching. The 

students have to work through the booklets regularly 
doing one set of exercises-per day. It is not advisable 
for them to work on more than one set of exercises per 
day because they quickly become a boring task. The order 
in which the set of exercises are to be used does not 

matter. 

p 
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Figure 2.1 

1. Simplify the expression 
2. Simplify the expression 
3. Simplify the expression 
4. Simplify the expression 
5. Simplify the expression 
6. Simplify the expression 
7. Simplify the expression 
8. Simplify the expression 
9. Simplify the expression 

10. Simplify the expression 

a3a2 
a4 -- 

a2 

1+ x- 
5x5 

3 X-2 x 

x2 (X 3+ x- 2) 

(X 2 ). 3 +X2 X4 + X7 X 
(x + 1) (2x3 + x) 

x2 (X +1)-X. X2 + 

(a +1)2 (a + 1) -1 ' 
«X 

+ y) 3 Z. 
. 

(X + y) 2) (X + y) 

Target time: 9 minutes 
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Table 2.3 

Booklet Topic 

Operations in numbers 
Properties of 2-dimensional 
shapes 

Perimeter, area, volume of 
2 shapes 

Trigonometry 

Simplification of algebraic 
3 expressions 

Solution of. equations, 
systems 

Functions, graphs 
4 

Cartesian and polar 
coordinates, vectors 
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Practical. *activities 

Practical work is a fundamental element in the 

learning of mathematics at all the stages of Education. 

"Mathematics is an abstract subject and becomes almost 

exclusively so too quickly for many pupils. Without 

sufficient practical experience the pupils are unable 

to refer abstract mathematical concepts to any form of. 

reality. All pupils benefit from appropriate practical 

work of this kind whatever their age or ability", 
(Curriculum Matters 3.. 1985) 

Practical work helps the students to understand 

concepts which are difficult to assimilate by other 

. 
methods of learning, especially for the less able students. 

Bruner (1966) postulates that the building of a concept 
lies in three modes: enactive, iconic and symbolic. 

Each one plays a powerful role in the mental life of 

people at different ages. The interplay of these three 

modes constitutes one of the major features of. adult 

intellectual life. The 'enactive' mode, the physical 

experience for building the concepts, is an important 

element for learning and understanding mathematical ideas. 

Practical work involving the use of concrete materials, 

aiming to provide the physical experience needed by. the 

pupils to understand mathematics, is often encountered in 

primary. school classroom. Unfortunately it is us. ually. 

neglected at the later stages of Education. This neglect 

of practical work has many causes, one of. which is the 

tradition of presenting mathematics as a book-bound 

theoretical subject. The presentation of. new ideas 

without any preparatory practical work causes students 

unnecessary difficulties in learning mathematics and 

they lose interest in the subject. Shayer and Wylam 

(1978) showed that the Piagetian stages of thinking do 

not generally follow-the age levels Piaget iden. ti. fied. 
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A large number of students have not reached the stage 
of formal operations at the age of 16. They still need 
to manipulate concrete materials tounderstand concepts. 
Shayer and Adey (1981) also suggest that "in the adult 

population only 30% ever make use of theoretical models, 

or can handle multivariate problems, or can use any of 
the cognitive strategies characteristic of formal 

operational thinking". So, students who have not 

reached this stage find new ideas which are presented in 

a theoretical way meaningless. All students benefit from 

appropriate practical work not just the less able ones. 
This kind of work may create positive attitudes towards 

mathematics by showing applications to real life or by 

allowing students to discover by themselves important 

ideas and structures. Cockcroft in paragraph 247 says 
"Pupils of. all levels of attainment can benefit from the 

opportunity for appropriate practical experience. The 

type of activity, the amount of time which is spent on 
it and the amount of repetition which is required will, 

of. course, vary according to the needs. and attainment 

of pupils". 

Use of 
, 
practical activities in the classroom can 

create an informal environment where the students can 
discuss and communicate mathematical ideas between 

themselves and with their teacher. This type of work 

also helps teachers to come closer to their students 

and to be able to diagnose their difficulties and help 

them. 

Sometimes the term 'practical work' has been 

misinterpreted. It has meant a collection of.. word 

problems about artificial situations without a real 
involvement of. the student, for example, to collect 

some data. 'While some problem solving of. this type 

may be necessary, it is no substitute. fqr genuinely 

practical activities. In this study. 'practical work' 
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has implied the use of. concrete materials by the students 
to discover by themselves important concepts and 

structures of mathematics or appreciate the applications 

of mathematics to real life. 

A possible danger of. using this method of learning 

in the classroom is in making the activities over 

elaborate and so too time consuming for both pupil and 
teacher. This is particularly the case for the mathe- 

matics module M2 IA, where the duration of the course 
is quite short. The teacher also has to organise and 
direct the work of the students suitably so that the 
benefit from this activity is maximized. This type of 

work does not fit easily into a formal environment. 

In this study twenty-four activities have been 

designed. In Table 2.4 a description and the teaching 

points of one practical activity for each topic of the 

module is shown. More information about the remaining 

activities is given in the teaching guide in Appendix G. 
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Table 2.4 

T6pid Ddsdti]#i6h 
Teaching. 
Points 

Errors The 'fill depth' of a The importance 
whisky bottle is in- 
vestigated and the cost 

of assessing 
the effects of 

of each millimetre of errors in 
fill-'. above this level commerce and 
is 6btdindd. * industry. 

Linear The time taken for a Fitting a 
Tunction small ice block to melt straight line 

is estimated and test- 
ed experimentally. 

to experiment- 
dl data. 

Quad- The relationship between The investigat- 
ratic the rate of flow of ion of a 
function water through a hole of quadratic 

a container and the 
distance of the hole 

relationship 
from experi- 

IV 

from the bottom of the mental data. 
can is studied. 

Graphs- The number of small Drawing a 
modelling pipes which can be graph from 

enclosed inside a pro- experimental 
tecting major pipe and data, area of 
the amount of material circle, 
required to fill the process of 

=-n unused space is modelling. 
investigated. 

Trigon- The area enclosed by a Use of the 
ometry jointed quadrilateral area of a 

ra is investigated to find 
condition on angles 

triangle 
ab sin C. 

for maximum. 

Vectors The representation of Sum, difference, 
vectors in component scalar multiple 
form and properties of of vectors 9 
sum, difference, represented by 4 
scalar multiple of them means of direct- 

45P 

are investigated using 
a- pinboard. 

ed line segments 
and of 
components. 
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The main equipment-of some activities was 
designed by the author and produced with the help of 
Mr. George Brown. The equipment is not very pro- 
fessional but is easy to use. The equipment for 

the rest of 
, 
the activities can easily be found by 

teachers using the resources of their colleges or 

schools. 

A: description sheet and a record sheet accompany 

each activity. These can be seen in Appendix G. 

The structure of 
, 
the description sheet is shown 

in figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2 

number of 
activity 

drawing of 
equipment 
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Under the heading 'DESCRIPTION' the main. aim of the 

activity and the equipment needed are described. 

Detailed instructions are given on the sheet about 
how to undertake the activity, together with some 
questions. The instructions and the questions are 
quite structured to help students carry out the 

activity easily without spending too much time. 
The record sheet is also structured containing tablet 

or graph paper for the results of. the activity. 

A teaching guide has been provided for the teacher 

with the description of the activities, their teaching 

points, the equipment needed, comments on their use and 

copies of the completed record sheets. This guide is 

intended to help the teacher to identify the mathematic- 

al points of each activity and to organise and direct 

the students' work so that they appreciate the mathe- 

matics involved in each activity. 

The activities are intended to be used in the 

classroom by the students themselves. It is preferable 
for the students to work in groups so that they share 

and communicate ideas. The outcomes of each activfty 
have to be discussed so that the mathematical ideas 

may be assimilated and possible extensions be invest- 

igated. The activities can be used as a break between 

other formal teaching materials to offer a more relaxed 
atmosphere for the students. This is particularly the 

case with the timetable of the module in the colleges 

where the students cover four hours of. the course in 

the same day.. 

An attempt has been made to produce a.. variety of 

activities and contexts so that the students-are able 
to choose those which. are closest to their interests. 
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Tape/booklet Sequdnaes 

These sequences consist of. booklets. with. audio- 
tape commentaries which take the student through thel- 

mathematics in a step-by-step manner, each step 

requiring a response. They allow the students to. work 

at their own pace through the booklet following the 9 
instructions on the tape and repeating steps which have 

not been understood as many times as they wish. They 

can also work through them in their own time without 

any help from the teacher. Their structure has charact- 

eristics of programmed learning methods like small step 

and quick response (Leith, 1964). The feedback which the 

student receives, working through the sequence, is the 

solution to a particular question in each step and is 
'learner-paced'. 

Giles (1981) supports the view that students may 

experience failure in mathematics not because of. lack 

of ability. but because of "lack of specific knowledge, 

techniques, ways of thinking and positive attitudes 
that are needed for success". Tape/booklet sequences 
can help the students to practice and assimilate 
techniques, skills and structures in mathematics and 
help them to perform better. They can also offer 
something in the area of positive attitudes. The 

students working by themselves through these individual- 
ised materials, and having the appropriate reinforcement 
in each step gain confidence in tackling similar problems 
in mathematics. This method of learning has been used 
successfully. by university students as described by 
Searl (1975Y. 

The tape/booklet sequences can be mainly. u§ed by 

students who have difficulty in mathematics-and usiually. 
for remediation., Sometimes all the students can 
benefit by revi'sing certain skills. 
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Twelve tape/booklet sequences have been produced 
in this study, based on the lines that Searl (1975) 

suggested. These sequences cover important mathematical 

skills and structures of the module M2 jAj. A summary 

of the content of each sequence is shown in T. able 2.5. 

Table 2.5 

Title Content 

Rounding Rounding off, error bounds, errors 
errors in arithmetic operations, correctly 

rounded number. 

Graph of Graph of y= mx + c, graphical 
linear solution of linear equation and 
function system, gradient, y-intercept. 

I 
Finding the Finding the formula, if one point of 
formula of the line and its gradient are known 
a straight or two points of the line-are known-. - 
line 

The graph Evaluation of quadratic functions, 
of the shape of graph, turning points, axis 
quadratic of symmetry, y-intercept, graphical 
function solution of axI + bx +c=0 

Solution of Equations of the form (ax+ b)ýx+ d)=O 
quadratic a, b, c, dE]R,, solution of x'+ bx+ c= 0 
equations by b, ce]R using that the product of the 
factorization roots is c and their sum -b . 
Solution of Solution of X2 = d, dEIR, solution of 
quadratic aX2 + bx +c=0, a,, b, cEEIR by com- 
equations by pleting the square and by formula 
completing (existence of roots by discriminant). 
the square and 
by formula 

Sketching of Shape of the graph y= aX2 +bx +c, 
the graph of a, b, ceIR, points where the graph cuts 
a quadratic the axes,, turning point, equation of 
function axis of symmetry, sketching of graph. 

CONTD. / 
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Table 2.5 (contd. ) 

Title Content 

The trigon- Use of calculator to evaluate 
ometric trigonometric expressions for 
functions on angles in degrees or radians, 
your calculation of angle knowing its 
calculator trigonometric value. 

Trigonometry Solution of right-angled triangle, 
and sine rule, cosine rule, solution 
triangles of-a general triangle. 

Graphs of Definitions and graphs of sine 
the cos 6, tan 8, properties of graphs, 
circular graphs of a sine a cose , sin(neý, 
functions cos(ne), cos(e+ý 

Circular Relationship between arclength and 
measure subtended angle, definition of 

radian, change of angles from 
degrees to radians and vice versa, 
applications. 

Vectors Vectors in two dimensions expressed 
as directed line segments and in 
component form, operations, 
magnitude. 
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The content of each sequence is decided by taking 

into account points of the course where the students 
face a particular difficulty. After the content has 

been decided, the examples which the students work 

through are chosen. In figure 2. a two pages from the 

booklet on Rounding Errors and the commentary for 

these which is recorded on the tape are shown. In one 

page (4R) an example for evaluating an expression 
involving rounded numbers is shown. After an intro- 

duction to the method and describing how the student 

can work it out, the student is asked in question 25 

to continue working on this particular example. He/she 

starts working on this question after hearing the sound 
"BUZZ" on the. tape. He/she then has to stop the tape, 

work through the question and check his/her answer on 

the next page of the booklet (page 50). Finally, he/she 

starts the tape and continues on to the next step. 

In the next step the student will be asked to carry on 

to the next stage of this particular example. Later, in 

another part after practising these steps. he/Shý ill face 

an example which integrates all these steps together. 

With this integrative example which contains skills whichket 

she has practised individually, kejsýecdn revise the skills 

in a holistic way. Sometimes it is possible to adopt 

the method of having an example on the page and asking 

the student to do a similar example. This method has to, 

be used with care because it can become boring. It is 

preferable to lead the students through the process which 

they need to follow for the particular question. After 

each question the students are reminded in the booklet 

not to turn over the page until they are ready to check 

their answer. On, the cover of the booklet instructions 

are given about how to use it. In the commentary, at 

the beginning, instructions about what equipment the 

students need and whcýt the booklet is about are given. 
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Figure 2.3. 

Rounding Errors 

'Booklet Commentary 

Page '49 
8.20 - 2.51 x 1.01 

-8.20-8.20 

2.51 5.66 
1 
49 

order I 
1 2.5351 

"I. 01 
d 

a> d-c 

label x -b=c 
> 

L-b 
Draw a table with 
columns the labels, 
numbers, absolute 
error bounds, 
relative errors. 

(1) 
ýq 

r-i P 
00 
U) 

4J 
M0 

a xb= C 

d 

dc 

on page 49 you see the expression 
8.20 minus 2.51 times 1.01 where 
8.20,2.51 and 1.01 are coriýect- 
ly rounded numbers. We want to 

evaluate this expression. We do 

this in the following way: 

Firstly we decide the order in 

which the calculation will be 

done. It is good to draw a 
diagram to show the order. For 

example, we write the three 

numbers 8.20,2.51 and 1.01 

one below the other. The two 

numbers 2.51 and 1.01 are 

multiplied first and we get the 

answer 2.5351 if they were 

exact. The second operation is 

the subtraction of the product 
2.51 times 1.01 from the number 
8.20. This gives us the result 
5.6649. After deciding the 

order of the operations we label 

the numbers to clarify the work. 

We put 'a' as the number 2.51, 

'b' as the number 1.01. The 

result of the first operation 
'a I tim6s 'b' we call c 
We label the number 8.20 'd' 

and so the result of the sub- 
traction is the difference of 
'd' minus 'c. 

CONTD. / 
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Figure 2 .3 (contd. ) 

ouestion 25 Thirdly we draw up a table on 
Copy on your paper Page 49 and we put the labels 

the table and and the numbers in the order 

calculate the which we have previously decided 

absolute error upon. In the questions 25 and 
bound of the 26 you will be asked to complete 

product ax b the table in order to find the 

writing your steps -. 4bsolute error bound of the 

on the table. expression and to write it in 

DO NOT TURN OVER terms of its extreme values. 
UNTIL YOU ARE READY Remember that the absolute TO CHECK YOUR ANSWER 

error bound of the sum and of 
the difference of two numbers 
is calculated by adding the 

absolute error bounds. 6f the 

numbers. The relative error 
bound of the product or quotient 

of two numbers is calculated by 

adding their relative errors. 
We get the absolute error by 

multiplyin g the relative error 
by the value of the product or 

quotient. Now try question 25. 

BUZZ. 
Page 50 

Answer 25 

CONTD. /' 

I 
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Figure 2.3 (contd. ) 

Answer 25 

label number absolute 
error b 

relative 
error b 

a 2.51 , 0.005 --)- 0.002 

b 1.01---.!, 0.005 ---- 0.005 
) 

axb=c 2.5351 0 21 0.007 
3ff. 5: 51 

d 8.20 

d-c 5.6649, 
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In the commentary the language is informal but carefully 

used so as not to create misconceptions. When the book- 
let has been constructed the commentary is written and 
recorded. Then the sequence is tried out by someone 
familiar with the content and after some changes, the 
final version is produced. 

These materials can be used for remediation or 

revision. They can be used by the students in their' 

owni.: time at home or in the library of the school or 

college or in the language laboratory. They can. also 
be used in the classroom. It is preferable and some- 
times necessary for the students to wear headphones 

so that they do not distract others and they are not 

easily distracted themselves. 

A teaching guide has been produced giving inform- 

ation about the content of the booklets and their. 

possible use. It is included in Appendix H. 

The booklets and the tapes are included in 

Appendix H. 

Posters. 

Posters can be used effectively. as a resource for 
learning mathematics. In the classroom the use of 

posters can create a suitable atmosphere which provides 
motivation and interest to the students. "The 

atmosphere in-which mathematics is taught ought to be 

conducive to learning, with stimulating and attractive 
display of the above resources together with the 
display of pupils' work and of objects and posters 
of interest. " (Curriculum Matters 3,1985). 

Sheikh (1984) describes a successful use of a set 

of. ve*ry simple posters in primary schools' classrooms. 
As he concluded from the comments of the teqchers, the 

use of posters as a teaching medium motivated the 

children and reinforced their learning. 
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Posters can act as stimulators of mathematical 

activities. They: can create real discussion between 

pupils themselves and between teacher and students 

which can offer. rich mathematical experience. 
Jaworski (1985) describes a use of posters which 

created discussion and helped her thirteen ye . ar 

old pupils to work cooperatively. 

Another use of posters can be seen at university- 
level (Searl, 1985). He describes some selections of 

posters for exhibition outside the lecture theatres 

which generated interest among the students. 

Generally, posters can broaden the student's 

mathematical experience. They can provide the students 

with background information which would otherwise be 

inaccessible to them either because the source of in- 

formation is too diverse or because of the way text 
books intimidate many students. By providing this 
information in an attractive way, students will un- 

consciously do the background reading. They can also 

encourage good study skills illustrating for example 
how to set out a calculation or document, a computer 

program etc. The presentation of puzzles or open 

problems can give opportunity for an investigation. 

Students can also appreciate applications of mathe- 

matics or revise facts which can easily. be forgotten. 

Suitable use of visual images on the post ers can help 

students to form mathematical concepts. 

In this study. a series of. eight posters have been 

designed for the module M 21 A 1, The topics covered are 
relevant to the content of the module. A first draft 

of. the posters hakd been produced by the author and the 
final. version of the posters were produced with the help of 
the Audio. --Visudl Services of Edinburgh University. The 

posters use. two colours for attractiveness and clarif- 
ication of. some images. The A3 size of. the posters was 
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chosen so that the cost would be reasonable and they 

could be easily used in the classroom. 

A description of each poster follows. 

I. 
OUIORS 

6 

""P"w 'On* hundred metres In kxw seconds. -. ' 4*****" 1 

What is the spead? 

90km/h? 

occurc4 ,ý DitmINCE 
- 

m 

mmmmmmmmm im 

The poster "Errors' 

attempts to help 

, students appreciate 
the importance of 
the accuracy in 

practical problems. 
It shows that more 

accurate measure- 

ments give results 

with smaller error. 
it also emphasizes 
that an answer 
(90km/h) which the 

arithmetic of exact 

numbers gives is not 
the answer to the 

real problem. - 

The poster 'Finding 

the'equation of. a 

straight line' can 
help students to 

revise methods which- 
they. easily. fprget. 

It shows these 

methods in a 

systematic way using 

a flowchart. 
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k"th of Ihm? 

r"W*% 7MW*% 
l"Sth td g»? 

imý in dn dz lensthcbfu»? %w %. ori %ow 
- 

I"th o(unf? 

iT =, - 

Rrea under Graphs 

card" F Unew f; ý 

n ion 

This umm Dy 

a, w (I + '^+ Im + IAI+-) &OOR m 1/24004 

. 
The poster 'Puzzle' 

can stimulate dis- 

cussion with the 

extraordinary result 

that ?T=2 In 

this stage the students 

cannot give a proof 
but they can give some 

explanations with the 

teacher's help. Some 

mathematical skills 

are also practised. 
An extension could be 

the calculation of the 

area between the bold 

and dotted line. 

The poster 'Area 

-under Graphs' prepares 
the students for 

calculus concepts which 
they will meet later 
in their studies. It 

approaches the problem 

of. area under some 

curves using geometric 

methods. An investig- 

ation is set out for 

calculating the area 

under y. = . X3. It 

also provides students 

with background inform- 

ation from the history 

of mathematics. 
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PARABOLA 

.. 

I 

nwo to T. SQUA" 

A". -(ý. taovq P--Ib-W bv - 1ý 

ft- dwl. " W. vw-bý .ýýf P-ft ý ý-. 
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Factorising Quadratic F-xpressions 

++ 

X2 + ! IX +6 (X+3) (*+Z) 
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a2 ba 
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42 -V 

+ 
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The poster 'Parabola' 

gives some historical 

background about the 

parabola. It may help 

students to appreciate 
the process of creation 

of mathematics. Some 

geometric properties of 

the parabola are 

emphasized. 

The poster 'Factoris- 

ing quadratic expressions' 

gives a geometrical 

presentation of the 

factorization. The 

expressions 
(X+y)2 = X2 +2xy+y2 and 

a2 -b 
2 

.= (a + b) (a - b) 

can be used for 

factorising an express- 
ion by completing 
the square. 
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Oflm/h 

Speeding Toes 

5mr" 

5" Damm 1 

5" 

The poster 'The 

: ircular Functions' 

; hows two ways of 
Lefining the trigon- 

)metric ratios, one 

.n terms of the 

-otating radius in 

L unit circle, and 

: he other in a 

-ight-angled 

: riangle.. 

The poster 'Speeding 

Toes' shows an applic- 

ation of. vectors in a 

real problem. It uses 

a problem usually 
familiar to most 

students, so it can 

create interest. The 

problem is about 

calculating the speed 

of. a cyclist's toe.: 

e 
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As can be seen from the description, an attempt 
has been made to produce a variety of ideas and ways 
of presentation. Some posters show practical applic- 

ations of mathematics while others present concepts 

without using a practical context. Some leave open 

quesýions for discussion and investigation, while 

others provide background information in a descriptive 

way. The explanation of algebraic structures using 

geometrical methods is used in two of them. 

A teaching guide has been produced which gives 

some suggestions for use of the posters in the classroom 

and provides a short description of each poster. The 
teaching guide and the posters are included in 

Appendix I. - 

The teacher must place the posters where they can 
be easily seen. The students do not always respond to 

the posters by themselves, so that the lecturer's 

intervention is sometimes necessary. 

Investigations 

Investigational work is a fundamental activity 
for the learning of mathematics. It can prjovide an 

opportunity for the students to integrate newly 

acquired knowledge and skills within their prior 
knowledge and experience. Cockcroft.. in paragraph 250 

says "The idea of investigation is fundamental both to 
the study. of mathematics itself. and also to an under- 

standing of the ways in which Mathematics can be used 
to extend knowledge and to solve problems in very 
many fields". 

The meaning of.. investigation' has been 

interpreted differently. by different authors. In 

some cases it has also been misunderstood. The 
difference between investigational workand problem. 

solving activity. is not easily. clari-fied. Wells (1985) 
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argues strongly about the differentiation between 

mathematical problems and investigations. In the 

author's view an investigation is a problem. solving 

activity but usually of a more integrative nature. 

It integrates different skills, concepts, structures 

in different contexts. It can be open-ended or more 

structured and it emphasizes mainly the mathematica 1 

process itself. 'Investigation' also can be something 

more general, a search for information for example 

to find the history of /2-, or an art work for example 

to investigate different methods for constructing a 

parabola. 

Investigations do not always have 'one solution' 
but may provide a search for the best solution to the 

problem. Burton (1980) states "More usually problems 

are open-search in the sense that the method chosen to 

deal with them is best-fit rather than exact and relies 

upon an amalgam of objective and subjective inform- 

ation or even chance. What is then obtained is not a 
"solution" but a personal resolution of the problem 

which the individual judges-not as right or wrong 
but as adequate. " This point makbs clear that 

. 
investigational work is not an activity only. for the 

most able students but for all the students. Everybody 

can work through it and make progress although the level 

of. mathematics used or the solution will differ from 

student to student. 

One of. the main aims of. the investigational work 

is to produce independent learners. The students have 

freedom to work at their own pace and choose the method 

which they-regard as most appropriate to tackle the 

particular problem. They. are not forced to work in a 

particular way. which is usually the case with formal 

methods of teaching and with routine problems. 
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I 

; What are the processes of. mathematics which a 

student has to appreciate and practice, is a very general 

question. Scottish Examination Board (1984) states 
that interpreting information in a problem, selecting 

a strategy to tackle it, processing data and communic- 

ating the results are the objectives for a problem 

solving activity in the Standard Grade Course. In 

addition to'these, Burton (1980) regards as important 

for solving a problem the ability to collect, classify, 

a nalyse and use information, search for relationships, 

make and test hypotheses, discriminate between 

objective and subjective information, specialise, work 

systematically, verify the results, derive a statement 

about the perceived pattern of results. Ganderton 
(1985) regards that the processes of mathematics 
include recognition of the problem, systematic breakdown 

of the problem, pattern searching, tabulating, graphing, 

recognition of patterns, conjecturing, symbolising, 

generalising, hypothesis testing, justification and 

proof, application and communication. Ability to 

estimate and approximate are also important elements 

of the mathematical processes. Suitable choice of in- 

vestig, qtions can help students to practise these 

processes of mathematics. An investigation must give 

opportunity. fqr practising most of the processes if it 

is to be regarded as effective for learning. Of course, 
it is not possible for one investigation to cover every 

aspect of the mathematical process. It is the variety 

of different investigations which helps students to 

appreciate mathematics. 

One of the most important characteristics of the 

mathematical investigation is the communication of the 
ideas, methods and results of the investigation. This 

can be in the form of discussion or in written form. 

Both are essential'elements for-the mathematical 
development of the students and for their future 
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needs in the society. 

The discussion can take place in the classroom and 
the results, methods of tackling the investigations and 

possible problems can be discussed between the students- 
themselves and between the students and the teacher. 

From a creative discussion everybody can gain a 

mathematical insight clarifying and extending his or 
her ideas. 

The students can also ben(ýfit from the writing of 

a xeport about the investigation which they have tackled. 

This provides opportunity for the teacher to assess more 

easily the students' work, to give them suitable feed- 

back so that they will perform better in another piece 

of work. The writing of the report also helps students 
to clarify their ideas and appreciate the importance of 

presenting their work in an intelligible way. It also 

provides 'good practice' habits like presenting their 

results in tabular form, drawing clearly graphs, giving 

references to sources of information, etc. 

The investi4ative approach may. also provide positive 

attitudes towards mathematics. It may develop the 

students' mathematical self-confidence so that they are 

prepared to tackle non-routine problems. It may. also, 

provide motivation. Of course this depends on the type 

of investigation and its relevance. to the students' 
interests. 

Students need encouragement and support from their 

teacher with this unfamiliar work. Because. their 

experience with mathematical problems is mainly. to 
look for 'the answer', they do not feel 'safe' with 
this new method of learning. Suitable direction is 

necessary. by. the teacher especially. at the first stages 

of the work. Evans (198-7), states*that "In the early 
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days of investigative work there should be plenty of 

guidance of all pupils, but with a gradual "weaning 

off process. " Wells (1985), says "a premature emphasis 

on the solver's autonomy frequently produces stress 

and anxiety in the solvev. This does not give a reason 
for not using investigations but shows the importance 

of the teacher's role in this activity. 

Although the use of investigational work is very 
important in the learning of. mathematics, it is often 

neglected as a teaching approach. The main reasons 
for this are that teachers do not have experience in 
this method of working and they feel insecure when 
they face problems which do not have clearly a 
deductive approach. In addition to this, the assessment 

of the students' work is quite difficult. It occupieý a 
lot of the teacher's time and the criteria are not 
'correct or wrong answer' but more vague. Students 

tackling the problem with quite different methods and 

mathematical concepts and skills can produce the same 

good pieces of. work. The process of giving an 

appropriate feedback either in written or in oral form 

requires a good mathematical background and careful 

consideration in order to react positively to the 

students' performance. The students have also 
difficulty in appreciating the usefulness of. this type 

of. work. They often say. "It is not propermaths". 

Despite the difficulties in using investigations in 

the classroom, their role in the mathematical develop- 

ment of. the students cannot be neglected. Burghes 

(1984) states "Constructive uses of. investigations in 

the classroom should improve pupils' problem solving 

strategy and ability - and these characteristics will 
be of, help in the future, when an ability to cope with a 

rapidly changing technical world and its associated 

problems will be needed. " 
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The use ofinvestigations is suggested both in the 

module descriptor and in the guidelines for the module 

M2 IA, . Pescription of the four investig- 

ations suggested in the guidelines were given in 

Chapter one. A selection of thirteen more investigations 

for this module has been Firoduced in this study. 

A description of them is given in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6 

Investigation General. Content 

1. Investigation of Approximations of numbers, 

the history of errors, geometrical con- 
VT structions of irrational 

numbers. 

2. The best way of Functions, evaluation of 

calculating VT. formulas, error algebra, 

graphs. 

3. The cheapest Modelling process, area, 

tin of apples. volume of 
' 
three dimension- 

al shapes, proportion. 

4. Graph and linear Evaluation of functions, 

functions. modelling, graphs and 
interpretation of them, 

approximations,. estimations., 

5/ 
CONTD. / 

I 
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Table 2.6 (contd. ) 

. Invesf-igdti6n Gen&iýal'. Cantent 

5. Investigation of Geometrical properties of 
the curve which parabolas, algebraic patterns, 

passes through properties of equilateral 
the vertices of triangles, interpretation 

a specific series of graphs. 

of. equilateral 
triangles. 

6. Parabola-Sine Constructions of conic sections, 

curves. relation of parabola and cone, 

graphs of sine curves y=a- sin x. 

7. Building the Graphs of quadratic functions, 

graph of vectors, transformations, 

y- aX2 +. '-bx +c dilations. 

from the graph 

yx2 

8. Solution of the Graphs of circular and linear 

equation functions, interpretation of 

sin xX 100 graphs, approximations. 

9. Investigation Trigonometric ratios in 

of the shortest triangles, properties of 

route of a fly cones. 
to move round 

- a-cone. 

lo/ - CONTD. / 
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Table 2.6 (contd. ) 

'. 1M, 6stigcAf: i-6fi 

10. Where the rugby Trigonometric ratios, sine 
ball should be rule, approximations, 

placed to max- graphs. 
imise the 

chance for a 

successful 

goal kick. 

11. How long is an Vectors, graphs, gradient, 

up and down linear interpolation. 

hill walk? 

12. Trigonometric Radian, trigonometric ratios, 

value of angles Pythagoras' theorem, 
11 11 properties of shapes. 2n 3.2n 

without 

calculator. 

13. Working out the Trigonometric ratios, 

values of sine' properties of. triangles, 

using the trig- parallel lines, 

onometric values Pythagoras' theorem. 

of. 10-, 1-, 
f 110 1 
k TOW 

, 
r-I 

çul 
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The description sheets for each investigation are 
included in Appendix J. The content which is described 

for each inve'stigation is not always fixed. It depends 

most of-the time on the student's method of. tackling 

the problem. This is the case particularly with open- 

ended problems. *An attempt has been made to use 
different contexts so as to meet the interests of the 
individuals. Some, for example, the investigations 

3,10 and 11, - show applications of. mathematics to 

practical problems. Some others use concrete materials, 
like investigation 6 from the H. R. Jacobs' book which 

constructs conic s. ections. Some others are pure 

mathematical problems (investigations 5,7,9,12 and 
13), while others (investigations 2 and 8) are about 

numerical methods. There are also three book-based 

investigations, 1,4 and 6, which attempt to develop in 

the students good study skills and the ability to 

collect information. Most of. the mathematical processes 

which have been described earlier can be practised by 

this selection of investigations. 

Searl (1984) suggests that investigational work 

needs to take place once per fortnight in the module. 
The students need to submit a report where they describe 

their work in the investigation. This report will be 

corrected by. the teacher and. supportive comments will be 

written on the script. The teacher and the students 

choose from the suite the investigations. which are more 

appropriate for them. 

A'teaching guide for the investigations is included 

in Appendix'J. This contains some possible solutions 

of the investigations and attempts to help the teacher 

in this new approach. 
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4 

Learnixicj/teaching. 'Approaches-in*the . cla88toom. 

It is the use of. all these resources which can 

create an effective'learning environment not just the 

use of. particular materials, neglecting the con- 
tribution of the others. 

In addition to these, other. resources are. also 

necessary in the classroom. Use of books, notes, 

worksheets, -problem solving activities play an 
important role in learning mathematics. Assessment 

procedures are-also needed so that the students 

obtain suitable feedback for their work. 
The organisation of all these resources by. the 

teacher is not an easy task. He or she must take into 

account the desires of the students and together choose 
the most appropriate activities. 

This multimedia approach can meet the different 

cognitive and personality characteristics of the students. 
Mathematics is not just skills or facts, it is also 

concepts, structures, processes, attitudes. All these 

aspects have to be developed. 

The environment in the classroom also needs to be 

appropriate for the most effective use of the resources. 
Practical work or creative discussion for example 
cannot easily take place in a formal environment. 
NCTM (1980), suggests that teachers should use diverse 
instructional strategies, materials and resources, ' 

such as individual or group work, well planned use of 
media, provision of. situations that provide discovery, 
inquiry and basic skills, use of. manipulatives, cyclic 
review of past topics, materials and references outside 
the classroom. 

In the next chapter the description of. the use of 
the materials in the classroom and their evaluation 

will be given. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

EVALUATION OF THE MATERIALS 

The approaches which have been adopted for the 

evaluation of the materials are those suggested 
by Parlett and Hamilton (1972). The main aim 

of the 'illuminative evaluation' which they 

suggest is to describe and interpret rather than 

to measure and predict. 

"The aims of illuminative evaluation are 
to study the innovatory program: how 

it operates; how it is influenced by 

the various school situations in which 
it is applied; what those directly 

concerned regard as its advantages and 
disadvantages; and how students' 
intellectuai tasks and academic ex- 

periences are most affected. It aims 
to discover and document what it is 

like to be-participating in the scheme, 

whether as teacher or pupil; and, in 

addition, to discern and discuss the 

innovation's most significant features, 

recurring concomitants and critical 

processes". 

The methodology in illuminative evaluation is not 

standard but it depends on many factors. The problem 
itself defines the methods used and not vice versa. 
'Illuminative evaluation is not a standard metho- 
dological package but a general research strategy. ' 
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The investigators try to present reality as it is 

or at least as they see it. They make no attempt 
to manipulate, control or eliminate variables but 

they take as given the complex scene they encounter. 
Usually methods which can be used include observations, 
interviews, questionnaires and tests; documentary 

and background sources. 

In the initial phase of the evaluation, the 

computer programs were used in five colleges of further 

education. The information was collected by 

questionnaires, short tests, classroom observation 

and short visits. The consolidation and practice 

exercises were evaluated. in three schools using 

questionnaires. This initial phase resulted in a 
revision of these materials. 

In the second phase, all the resources were 
evaluated in five colleges of further education and 

one school. The evaluation of the individual 
resources and of the whole learning environment 
at each institution by using classroom observation, 
questionnaires, and interviews is described 
systematically in the later part of this chapter. 

This pattern of development and evaluation 
is shown in figure 3.1 . 
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Vigure 3.1 

The pattern of evaluation and development 
bf the materials. 

Production of 1985 1986 
Computer 6 Revision of programs programs ti Initial 1 

1985 v lu aluat Ev 

> 

Production of 
. videotapes 0 i jon on 

practical 
activities 
tape/booklets 

posters 

Production of 1986 investigations 
consolidation Initial 
and practice . 

valuat- 
Revision of 

exercises ion consolidation and 
1986 

practice 
exercises 

"19 86/7 

Final 
Evalua 
,,, ion 
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'Initfal phas'e 'of. theý 'evaluation':. ' * 'Computer programs 

The evaluation of the materials started in September 

1985 The first version of the eight computer pro- 

grams and of their associated worksheets were tested 

in five colleges. The main difference between these 

programs and the final v@rsions described in Chapter 

two is in the. presentation. These materials were 
tried out over about eight weeks, the standard duration 

of the teaching part of the module M21 Jkl' 

The main aims of this evaluation were: to find 

any mistakes in the programming of the computer 

programs; to find parts of the programs which caused 

problems for the learners (difficult to use, unclear 
instructions, unattractive presentation, vague 

presentation of concepts); to examine the role of the 

computer programs in the learning environment; to 

examine the appropriateness of the worksheets 

associated with the computer programs. The evaluation 

would also familiarize the author with the learning 

environment, with the problems which lecturers and 

students encountered with the new-approaches suggested 
in the module descriptors and in the guidelines. 

Information was obtained using questionnaires for 

lecturers and students, short tests for students, 

completed worksheets for the computer programs, regular 

observation of the teaching-learning process in one 

College, short visits to three other colleges, informal 

discussions-with lecturers and students. 

The short tests tried to assess if the students had 

assimilated the teaching points of the computer programs. 
The questionnaires were the same for all the programs. 
Copies of the questionnaires and short tests are 
included in Appendix B. 
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The program 'Bridge' was not evaluated. It is 

appropriate for the last week of the module and the 

lecturers did not use it through lack of time. The 

results from the students' duestionnaires are shown in 

table 3.1,3.2,3.3. 
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From the figures in Table 3.1 it seems that most of the 

students found all the computer programs interesting 

although a number of students found the programs on 

cosine-sine curves, errors and quadratic function 

tnot interesting at all'. They also found the worksheets 

easy, except the worksheet on cosine-sine curves. 

In Table 3.2 the difficulties reported by the 

students are listed. 

Table 3.2 

"Errors": 49 students (40%) reported difficulties. 

In the program: difficult to understand: 
the main teaching point, answers given in 

scientific notation, calculation of 

extreme values where the answer lies. 

Difficult to read the screen text. 

In the worksheet: not enough space to 

record the numbers, more explanation. 

'Minimum": 40 students (53%) reported difficulties. 

In the program: difficult to understand, 

change and simplify the formulae. 

In the worksheet: not enough space to 

record the formulae. 

"Line": . 10 students (16%) renorted difficulties. 

In the program: difficult to understand 

error interval, insert experimental data, 

copy graph from screen. 

CONTD. / 
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Table 3.2 (contd. ) 

"'Quadratic function": 14 students (20%) reported 
difficulties. 

In the* program: unfamiliarity with 

computer, difficult to change x and 

y domain if graph was out of screen. 
In the worksheet: a lot of work to do. 

"Cosine-sine curves": 7 students (37%. ) reported 
difficulties. 

In the program: difficult to understand 
it. 

In'the short test: difficult to draw 

y= sin x+k cos 2x . 

"'Radian": 2 students (9%) reported difficulties. 

Ift the program and worksheet:. difficult 

to use the program to complete the last 

table of the worksheet. 

"Vectors": 2 students (15%) reported difficulties. 

In the program: difficult to load the 

program each time they wanted to see it. 

In Table 3A the comments of the students are 

summarised. 
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Table 3.3 

Program Comments 

Errors About progr : other parts of error 
algebra to be included, illustration 

of the calculation of the extreme 
values, less complex explanations, 
better presentation using colour, 

graphics, sound, better way of seeing 
the program again instead of typing 
'RUN', remind students to type 

_<return> 
after entering a number. 

About worksheet: more space avail- 

able for recording numbers. 
About course: more practical 

applications of errors, more use 

of. computers, more individual help 

from lecturer. Some found it inter- 

esting and reasonable, others hard. 

Minimum About progra : better explanations 
of formulae,. better layouts of 
formulae, more accuracy for the 
turning point, more interesting 

screen displays. Monotonous, too 
long, what the point is of guessing 
from graph, 
About course: more examples to be 

Drovided in the lesson, individual 

use of computers,. interesting as it 
is related to practical problems, 
difficult to understand. *- 

I 

CONTD. / 
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Table 3.3 (contd. ) 

Program Comments 

Line About proqram: explain error interval, 

more participation of the usiBr in the 

calculations, better presentation (less 

text, colour), give option for changing 
input. 

About worksheet: more auestions to be 

solved. 

About course: very geometrical, hard, 

interesting 

Quadratic About program: better presentation 
function (colour, clearer graphics, correct 

line ending), print the coordinates of 

turning point, draw the point if 

coordinates are supplied, give option 

for seeing the program without typing 

'RUN',. 

About worksheet: less work. 

About course: easy, interesting, so 

much time spent, use of calculus. to 

find turning points, useful. 

Cosine- About program:. clearer instructions, 

Sine better explanations and simplification 

Curves of the context of the program. 

About 'course: easy, after. doing this 

program difficult. 

Radian About program: better presentation 
(colour, graphics), more cases of 

angles in thelast table. 

About worksheet: clearer instructions. 

About course:. interesting. 

CONTD. / 
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Table 3.3 (contd. ) 

I Pr. ogram Contents I 

Vectors Ab'out progr they liked the use of 

colour, an option to load the program 

automatically. 

The worksheets associated with the computer programs 
revealed the inadequate grasp of some mathematical 
points, - 

for example, not understanding answers of the 
form 1.28 ± 0.007 or the difference between numbers 
like 3 and 3.00; problems in estimating from graphs; 
relation of radians and degrees (some wrote- 
1 radian = 180 degrees). Generally, the students 

completed the worksheets successfully. 

The results from the short tests are shown in 

Table 3.4 The tests were completed by the students 
after using the relevant computer programs. Some had 

to be completed using the programs while others did not. 
(Some students used the programs in cases where they 

should not have used them. 

Table 3.4 

Proqram Comments on-the answers to the I 

short tests. 

Errors About half of the students correctly 

answered all the auestions of the 

test. The most common mistakes were 
about absolute error bounds of 

negative numbers (eg. absolute error 
bound of -0.5 is -0.05) and of 

-decimals with zeros at the, end 

CONTD. / 
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Table 3.4 (contd. ) 

Program Comments on the answers to the 
short tests... 

Errors (eg. absolute error bound of 4.500 
(contd. ) is 0.05). They also had difficulty 

in calculating the correctly rounded 

number... 

Minimum Most students could estimate the 

turning, point from the graph but they 

could not find a method to approx- 
imate it to two decimal places using 
the. i. r. calculator. 

Line Most students drew the graph of the 

straight line by copying it from the 

screen. Most could not find the 

error interval.. 

Quadratic The students did not have any partic- 
f-unction ular difficulty. A misunderstanding 

appeared between "roots" and "points"' 

where the graph cuts the x-axis. 
Some had difficulty in expressing a 

looint In terms of its coordinates. 

Cosine- Students found it difficult to sketch 

Sine the graph of y= sin x+ .ý cos 2x 

curves using the graphs of y= sin x and 

y cos 2x 

Radian Their difficulties were not clear 
because they used the computer program 
to complete the test. 

Vectors Problems in adding non-consecutive 

vectors. 
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Seven lecturers were involved in this evaluation. 
Teaching guides or instructions were not given to them 
in this first trial. Most lecturers, responded to the. 

questionnaires. From those programs which were used in 

some colleges, questionnaires about the program 'Vectors' 

have not been answered. In the auestionnaires some 

questions were about the materials while others about 
the course itself. All the lecturers reported that 
the students liked the programs. All the students in 

the class used them mainly as reinforcement materials. 
The number of students in the class was about 15 to 20 

although there were classes with 7 or 10 students. 
The materials used in the course were notes, worksheets, 

exercise sheets,, 'computer programs,, calculators. All 

the lecturers assessed the students' performance-from 
their workfile, their performance in worksheets, and 
in the final test. The main learning approaches which 
the lecturers used, were exposition, discussion, practice 

of skills and problem solving. The practical and. 
investigational work. were neglected. Some of the 

lecturers' responses on the individual programs are 

summarised in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 
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Table 3.6 

Program General comments and suggestions of 
lecturers. 

Error The Program can only be used as rein- 
forcement material as not being 

comprehensive enough. Pictorial ex- 

Planation of the correctly rounded 

number, use of colour, explanation of 
the extreme values and of answers like 

1.28 ± 0.007 Extend to include errors 
in multiplication, addition, subtraction, 

power, roots. 

Minimum Useful especially as an extension 

material but time consuming. Less com- 

Plicated problem, less complex formulae 

and more time to be spent on the final 

graph. Use of colour. 

Line A. good short package, good for either 
investigation or for checking results of 

questions already done mechanically. 
Suitable for illustration. Insufficient 

time to analyse the program. The second 

example of the worksheet not so 

applicable for linear interpolation. 

Quadratic Very good-especially for students of 
function limited ability. The best so far. 

Useful for illustration and for self- 
learning. Useful for sketching curves 

and finding zeros. Extend to include 

axis of symmetry, min/max turning points. 
Improve presentation. 

CONTD. / 
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Table 3.6 (contd. ) 

Program General comments. and suggestions of 
lecturers.. 

. Cosine-Sine The module descriptor does not state 

curves clearly what is required in the area 

of trigonometry. 

Radian Students did not appreciate the relat- 
ionship that radian measure is the 

arclength divided by the radius because 

. the circle was. of unit radius. 

Results from observations 

The author was attending three classes of two 

different lecturers... There were about 20 students 
in each mixed ability class. Some students were full- 

time (in two of the classes), others were part-time 
but they were all following the same course. 

The students mainly used the computer programs in 

the computer room. This sometimes caused problems 
because it was occupied by other classes. In the 

computer room there, were about 8-10 BBC microcomputers 

and the students worked. in pairs or in groups of three. 

Generally, they enjoyed working with the computer pro- 

grams,. as being something new for them. They expected 
to use the computer for 'games'. They had difficulties 

in concentrating on the screen and needed help from the 

lecturer to appreciate the main points of the programs. 

Mostly, the programs were used as reinforcement materials 

after the introduction of the relevant topic. Most 

teaching points, like finding the correctly rounded 

number, fitting a straight line to experimental data, 

period of circular functions were encountered by the 
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ptudents for the first time at the computer programs. 

The students had difficulty in understanding the ex- 

planation about the correctly rounded number and the 

lecturer suggested to them representing the numbers on 

a number line. In 'cosine-sine curves[ program, 
difficulty was encountered in understanding the 

mechanism illustrated. They also had difficulty in 

estimating the optimal can diameter in the 'Minimum' 

program. Some students who had done Higher Mathematics 

could not appreciate the reason for estimation, 
having been trained to use calculus. 

The main. teaching approach was exposition and 

emphasis was given in covering the content of the 

module neglecting other approaches such as problem 

solving, investigational and practical work. The main 

reason for this was the 'lack of time': a view 

supported by all the lecturers. There was also 
discussion with the students but it was very limited. 

Some notes-as handouts, or dictated, were given to the 

students. The assessment worksheets used in the course 

were those suggested in the guidelines. One lecturer 

used them as a test while the other as the main resource 
in the class, tackling the examples with the students on 

the board or helping them individually. The lecturers' 

attitudes about the computer programs were not clear 
but certainly they did not regard them as an essential 

element of the course, possibly because they were not 
familiar with this approach. 

Results from short visits 

The situation in the other colleges was somewhat 
different to judge from a short visit. 

The computer programs were used in the classroom 

using one or. two microcomputers. Some students worked 
in small groups on the comPuter programs while others 

carried out individual work. 
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Most of the classes had about 20 students but some were 

smaller. The students' background was more uniform and 

all had either O-grade Mathematics or they had completed 
the module G3- 

The main teaching approach was exposition, although 

practice exercises and problem solving were used. 
Practical or invest igational work were not really used, 

at least not in the form, suggested in the guidelines. 
Some practical examples were, however, used. 

The lecturers weze confused by the approaches 

suggested for the module. It was not clear to them 
from the module descriptor what they had to include 

in their course, how to approach it and how to assess it. 

Decisions about changes 

This first evaluation'of the computer programs 
helped the author to identify points in the programs 

which did not work well in the classroom. Changes in 

the presentation of the programs were made so that they 

were more attractive but also to give clearer explan- 

ations of the concepts. For example in 'Errors' a 

pictorial explanation of the correctly rounded number 

was adopted, in IM. inimum' a better statement of the 

practical problem and of the formulae, in 'Radian' and 
'Cosine-Sine curves'. changes'in*the way of presenting 
the concept of arclength and-of the mechanical problem. 
In all of them colour was added. 

The evaluation also revealed a picture of the 

learning situation which helped the author to decide 

what was missing in the course and to develop other 

teaching/learning materials. 

Initial phase of evaluation: consolidation and 
practice exercises 

In spring 1986 the four booklets on the consolidation and 
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practice exercises were tested with secondary school 

pupils who were taking O-grade or Standard Grade exam- 
inations in mathematics that year. Three schools 
helped in this evaluation. The results from a test on 
three sets of exercises 4,14,15, which was given to 
the top set of the Second Year in another school, were 

also considered. . 

The mathematics syllabus which these students had 

met was similar to the students' of module M, A 
. 11 1 

The main aims. of this evaluation were to find any 
mistakes in the exercises; test the level of difficulty; 

test the appropriateness of the 
- 
target. -time; assess any 

improvement in the students' attainment; test the 

appropriateness of the content and their effectiveness 
for diagnosing students' ignorance. 

Information was obtained using questionnaires for 

students and teacher (see Appendix B). In the students' 

questionnaires there were tables for recording their 

performance in each set of exercises. There were no 

responses on the questionnaires for booklet. 4, and few 

for booklet 3 (4 students replied). 

Table 3.7 shows the average success rate of the 

students and the average time taken for each set of 

exercises. The target time of each. set is also shown. 

Table 3.7 

Booklet 1 

. 
Exer-cise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Number of 55 76 76 90* 75 72 71 71 67 67 
students 

- -- - --- --- ---- - ------------- 
Success 

----- 
83% 

---- 
86% 

---- 
70% 

---- 
72% 

---- 
78% 

- -- 
83% 

- 
89% 

- 
82% 

-- 
90% 

- 
88% 

rate 
-- -- ---- --- ------ ------------- 

Average 
----- 

10 
---- 

10 
---- 

8 
---- 

7 
---- 

6 
- - 

8 
-- 
7 9 

-- 
7 8 

time(mins) 
- - - 

Target 10 
] 

10 5 5 4t 6 5 8 
t 

6 7 
time(mins). 

CONTD. / 
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Table 3.7 (contd. ) 

Booklet 2 

Exe-r. c. ise 11 12 13 14 15 16 1.7 18 19 20 

Number of 51 51 48 73* 65* 38 42 42 27 27 
students 
------------ ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- 
Success 88% 88% 74% 81% 71% 86% 76% 86% 80% 86% 
rate 

------------- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- 
Average 6 7 13 11 8 7 8 11 8 6 
time(mins) 

------------- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- 

Target 5 6 12 9 6 6 6 10 6 5 
time(mins) 

* 25 from those students are those who took the test 

on three sets of exercises. Their average time is not 
taken into account in the table. 

From the table it can be seen that overall the 

students could do most questions in each set of exercises 
but the time which they spent was generally longer than 

that suggested. A relatively low success rate appeared 

on exercises 3 (operations on integers and rationals), 
4 (square roots, indices, scientific-notation, 5 (round- 

ing of numbers), 13 (area of three dimensional figures), 

15 (area and volume of similar fiaures)., and 17 (exact 

values of trigonometric values of 00,30 0,60 0,45 0 
01 

90 0). Results from the test in one school showed the 

diagnostic role of the exercises. For example, the most 
0 common mistakes in indices were of the form 2 0, 

52 + (-5) 2=0, (-3) 3= 27,105: 102 = 107 ,1- 32 =1+9. 

In the area and volume of similar figures the relation- 

ship of ratio of volumes and radio of sides was found 

difficult. 

Table 3.8 shows'the students' views of the 

difficulty and usefulness of the exercises. 
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Table 3.8 

Number of Very ' 
Easy OK Hard Very 

. students easy hard 

Booklet 1 
. 
6.9 4(6%) 13(l. 9%) 43(6.2%) 8(12%) 1(1%) 

Booklet 
. 
2. 

- 
3.9 1 

0(0%) 
1 4. (10%) 1 

22(57%) 
1 11(28%) 1 2(5%) 1 

Number, of 
. students 

Helped 
a lot 

Helped 
a little 

Helped 
not at all 

Booklet. 1 70 3. (4%) 62 (89%) 5 (7%) 

Booklet 2 39 4 (10%) 30 (77%) 
1 

5 (13%) 

From the table 3.8, it can be seen that most students 
found the exercises appropriate to their needs and 
helpful. 

Their comments on booklets 1 and 2 are summarised 
below: 

Helpful because they identify particular problemst 

practice of basic work, cover wide rance of questions; 

give confidence, remind them of things they have forgotten; 

good for revision; target time too short; some questions 
ýard; some not relevant to what they had been taught; 

some misprints; uninteresting and boring; they should 
be done daily, not in groups of three and four per day. 

Two teachers answered the questionnaires and both 

found the exercises helpful. One teacher commented that 

these types of exercises were not familiar to her pupils 

who were mainly doing problem solving activities and they 

were quickly bored by them. Some topics, for example, 

vectors, were not in the Standard Grade Course. The 

booklets could be used for revision but she would prefer 

more 'real-life' applications of the skills. She found 

them more relevant to O-Grade Mathematics. 

In the light of this pilot study some changes were 

. made in the b ooklets. The tar5et time of each exercise 

was changed to make them suitable for the majority of the 
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students. Some. misprints were corrected and, in the set 
about the indices (booklet 1, exercise.. 4), two or three 

exercises were simplified further. 

The effectiveness of the exercises could not be 

examined in more detail because the situation did not 
allow for more detailed comparison. 

'Final' eval-iia-ti-ori 'of . 'the' materi'aCls 

The evaluation of all the materials started in 

September 1986 in five colleges and one high school. 
Four of the colleges had helped with.. the initial 

evaluation of the computer programs. 

The teachers were bent a document which described 

the main features of the materials. Some, who had 

participated in the first evaluation, already knew 

somethinq about the materials from informal discussions 

which they had with, the author. The participants were 
asked to choose the materials which they would like to 

use in their classroom. Some of. the materials were not 

available when the evaluation started and they were sent 
during the evaluation process. At this stage the teach- 
ing guide for the practical activities was inc9mplete. 

Table 3.9 shows the materials requested and used by each' 
institution, as well as the number of those supplied. 
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Table 3.9 

Coll- Coll- 1.611- Coll- Coll- School 
ege. A ege B ege. C. e-ge D. ege, 

R S U R S U R S U 'R 'S U R S U R S U 
e u s e u s e u s e u s e u s e u s 
q p e q p e q p e q p e q p e q p e. 
u p d u p d u p d u p d. u p d u p d 
e e 1 e 1 e e e 
s s i s i s s s 
t .e t e t e t e t e t e 
e d e d e d e d e d e d 
d d d d d d 

Computer 
programs 8 3 

LV 

8 8 V 8 8 V 8 8 V 8 8 V 8 8 

Video- s 

tai: )es v/ 31 2 1 0 V/ 1 31 1/ 31 C) 
M 
e 

Consoli- 
dation Y/ 4 1 4 0 4 4 V 4 4 V 4 4 
booklets 

1 

, . 

Practical 
activities V 10 1 A l- 0 V L5 11 V 1 3 V 11 9 

Tape/ 
booklets V 5 0 V 10 0 V 8 8 V 10 10 

Posters 4 2 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Invest- 
igations V 13 2 V 13 0 Y/ B 4 V L3 0 V 13 3 

There was not any feedback from college B 

In college B theteacher appreciated the 

the computer programs but he was involved 

module so he did-not use the new version. 

and college C. 

improvement of 
in a different 

In college C 
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I 
they used only the computer programs because of 'lack 

of time' and of accommodation problems in. the college. 

Information was collected by recýular observation 

of the classroom in one college (college A), short visits 

near to the end of the module to the other institutions, 

interviews, discussions, questionnaires for students and 
teachers about the practical activities, written reports 

about the investigations, and questionnaires about the 

whole learning environment at the end of the module. 
Copies of the questionnaires are included in Appendix C. 

The interviews aimed to make clear some noints of the 

questionnaires and to give more information about the 

students' background, their interests, attitudest 
difficulties, and future plans. A plan of the questions 

which the students would be asked had been prepared býit 

sometimes-other points arose from the discussions. The 
interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed in college 
A and college D. In the other institutions the conditions 

allowed only informal-discussions with the class as a 

whole (college D). or with some individuals (school). 

The students were interviewed in pairs. In college A 

the interview did not take place in the classroom, while 
in college D the students were interviewed while they 

were working. The interviews lasted about 10-15 minutes 
for each group. The teachers were not interviewed but 

only informal discussions took place.. Information on 
investigations was obtained by introducing a competition 
involving four of the investigations. A book token for 

E5 was given to the student with the best report on each 

of the four investigations. The instructions for the 

teacher are included in Appendix C. 

The main aim of the evaluation of the materials 

was to show the role of each in the learning of 

mathematics and their interrelationship in the 

learning environment. 
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Results from college 

The materials-were used-by a' class of twelve day 

release students. The teacher had been. involved in the 
first evaluation of the computer programs. 

22LU 
. 
2LiL2E_pK22rams: The students used-them in the 

computer room working in pairs or in groups of three. 
The teacher helped them understand the main parts of 
the programs. There was discussion. between. the students 
and between the students and the teacher. The students 
could understand satisfactorily the main teaching points 
of the programs. The attitude of. the teacher towards 

using computer programs was more positive. than during his 

previous involvement with the computer programs. He also 
used once. a. short program about evaluation of formulae. 
The students spent about 30 to 40 minutes working on each 
program and it seemed that they enjoyed it. 

Yideotaped_expositions: The teacher had to bring the 

video equipment into. the classroom and wit h the students" 
help he managed to operate it. He used the two first 

programmes on quadratic functions. He had not introduced 

the topic before. After watching the first programme the 

teacher suggested an alternative method. Some students 
did not follow the programme. The next one was not com- 
pleted because the teaching period finished. The teacher 
liked these materials and found it. helpful to see 
different teaching approaches. 

Consolidation and_2EaStice exercises: The teacher 

gave booklet 1 to the students without any explanation on 
how they could use it. Discussion with the students show- 
ed that most of them-did not, use the booklets. 

Practical activity: Activity 8 (ice cubes) was. used in 

the classroom. Four students did the activity in a very 
formal environment after completing. the assessment work- 

sheet of that week. The teacher did not help them or 
discuss the activity with them as he was helping the rest 
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of the students to complete the assessment worksheet. 
The students. did not. have any particular difficulty in 

completing theactivity but because of. lack of approp-, 
riate support they did not seem-to appreciate the 

mathematics involved in it. Because. of the classroom 
setting, desks in rows, and lack of cooperation between 
the students who were doing the activity and between the 
teacher and the students, the activity did not seem to 
be effective. From the questionnaires which. the students 
completed it seemed that Most of them enjoyed, the 

activity and they did not have any problem with the 
instructions on the descriDtion sheet. The time spent 
on it was about 30 to 50 minutes.. From their comments 
it appeared that they had some problems because the ice 

cube melted in a non-uniform way. The teacher, in his 

questionnaire, suggested that a suitable laboratory is 

needed otherwise a lot of time is wasted. 

Posters: Two posters,. "Errors'. and 'Area under curves' 

were placed on the wall beside the blackboard. The 
teacher did not encourage the students at all to look at 
the posters and no discussion was created in the 

classroom. 

Investigations: The teacher introduced-the first 

competition investigation which was about the calculation 

of the sauare root of two. He told the students that it 

was not compulsory to do it but it would help-them with 

mathematics. He made some suggestions about the present- 
ation of the report and what questions they. could - 
consider. He told them that he could help them if they 
had any difficulties. Two students tried the invest- 

igation but only one wrote a report. The other tried 

and asked for help from the lecturer-and the author, 
but he did not complete it because,. az he said, he 

found it difficult and. he did not have enough time. 

From the student's. report. it appeared that he had 

understood the process of. iteration. He. used mainly 
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graphical-methods. to tackle the problem. The 

presentation of hiswork was clear but his. graphs could 
have been improved by using. graph paper or flexicurve. 

Comments were made on his work, reinforcing hi t attempt 

and offering some suggestiorsat points of the invest- 

igations which could have beeft improved. He was the 

only student who undertook the second investigation, 

the design of the milk carton. It was. clear that he 

took into account the suggestions made in the previous 
investigation. He also enjoyed it very much as he 

commented. This activity brought to light sone of his 

misconceptions, his way of thinking and. organising 
information, his mathematical background-and certainly 
his ability in mathematics. Most students did not see 
the importance of this activity as they were not being 

particularly encouraged by their teacher. 

The tape-booklet sequences were not introduced to 

the students at all because, the lecturer stated, there 

was not a cassette player. available in the college. 

The main approach of learning was exposition by 

the teacher. Some notes were dictated or handed out to 
the students and the main work of the module was based 

on the assessment worksheets. The practical and invest- 

igational work were very new methods for the teacher and 
the students. Because of this, the short time available 

and the traditional setting of the classroom, the teacher 

could not organize. the use of the materials properly. 
The teacher stopped using the materials five weeks before 

the end of the module because he did not. have time to 

cover the rest of the module'-s content. 

Results from the final_qýiýýstionnaires: Eleven of the 

twelve students in the class completed the questionnaire.. - 
Most wrote that they liked the course. one wrote that it 

helped him to understand things which he had not under- 

stood at school, while another wrote that he had learned 

It 
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more about computers. One found the course boring. 

Almost all found the course useful for. their future 

studies. Most students. wrote that-they had noticed 

an improvement in their mathematical ability and that 

they liked mathematics more after the.. course- than. before. 

They also had friendly. relationships with their lecturer. 

How they found the various topics of the module, what 

materials they used and how they found them is 

summarised in Tables 3.10 and 3.11. 

Table 3.10 

Topics 

Linear Quadrat- Trigon- Errors Vectors funct. ic f, unct. ometry 

Very 
difficult 0 0 0 0 

Difficult 2 0 2 

----------- 

0 

-------- 

0 

-------- ----------- 
Average 

----------- 

-------- 
8 

-------- 

--------- 
8 

--------- 

- 
6 

------------ 

10 

-------- 

7 

-------- 
Easy 

---------- 

1 

----- 

2 2 0 4 

Very easy 0 1 1 0 

I 
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Table 3.11 

U) 
0 0 4-) 

. r-i r-1 (1) 
En 4-3 U) 4-) r-1 

r-1 a) fa En a) fd A4 $4 M -rA rd 0) P4 tP 0 

a) () 4-) -ri M Ea rd . 1-1 0 
4-) ru -r-1 -r-1 r--i "A P 4-3 4-) 
0P 4-3 > 0 () a) 0 U) U) U) 
04 ty) 
E0 

0 -ri 
M 4.3 

M $4 
9: a) 

4-) 
En (1) rcl (1) > 04 -S4 0 Q) 

-P 
0P ý4 0 0x 0 r-1 9: fd 0 0 
C-) P4 IN 0: 4 a) P4 > E-4 Pq z 

Number of 11 4 1 2 9 7 3 9 
users 

Very 
: interesting 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Interesting 10. 7 2 3 5 2 8 

Not 
interesting 0 1 0 4 2 1 1 

Very 
helpful 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 

Helpful 10 6 0 1 4 3 3 4 

Not 
helpful 0 1 1 1 4 2 0 0 

* The discrepancies between those who used the 

materials and those who made comments on them are 

either because students did not complete the 

questions carefully or because they saw others use 
them, for example in practical activities. 
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From the tables it seems that the students found the 
topics of the module of average difficulty, although 

some found the Errors and. the QuadratIc functions 

difficult. They found. most of the materials interesting 

and helpful, except for the video programmes. The 

students had O-grade mathematics while. one. who did also 
the investigations had Standard Grade 1. The main 

problem which they had with the course was-that they did 

not have enough time to go into particular topics in 

depth. One reported that he had difficulties catching 

up with the work because he did not start the course at 
the beginning, while another said that he had not done 

vectors before. The main change which they would like 
in the course was to have more time available. 

The teacher's auestionnaire shows that he feels 

that the students are cooperative and he has a very good 

relationship with them. The time allocated for different 

activities per week (3 hours) was: 45 minutes for the 

computer programs; 5 minutes for practical. activities; 
2 hours and 5 minutes for exposition and 5. minutes for 

investigations. He commented that if more time were 

available he would have spent it on the other activities 

rather than on exposition. The main problem which he 

had with the materials was 'lack of time'. Computers 

and experimental. equipment were not available in the 

classroom but-could be obtained on request. As he 

reported, the computer programs were used as reinforce- 

ment materials and the students liked them. He noticed 

that the students liked the practical activity and the 

videotaped exposition. He found the video taped 

exposition very good but lack of time prevented further 

work. The investigations required'too much work of the 

students in the short time available. He thought the 

computer programs and the video programmes were the 

most successful in the classroom. He believed that 

more equipment in the class would.. help. "Computer, 

overhead projector, laboratory equipment, as proposed 
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in the suggested layout for. a maths classroom suitable 
for modular instruction. " He appreciated the attempt 
to assist him in his work but because of lack of time 
he was unable. to. investi(: Tate all the materials. 

Results. from interviews: Eleven students were 
interviewed.. The interviews gave some information 

about the students' background.. They were working as 

apprentices and they had a day release.., The module 
had been chosen for-. them by their employers. Almost. 

all had no previous experience of college. life and they 

preferred life in school, although some commented that 

they could speak more-to the teachers in college than 

in school. The interviews gave also some information 

about the students' attitudes towards the course and of 
the individual elements of it. They liked the course 
but their main problem was the limited time in which 
they had to cover too many things. Mostly they preferred 
to work in groups because they were sharing ideas, but 

one found it distracting and another. found that he worked 
faster working'. by himself. They did. not use books for 

their studies except for one who used some for the 

investigations and another to clarify some parts of the 

module. The most difficult topic which they found was 

about Errors and they did not seem to appreciate its 

practical importance. They found-the assessment work- 

sheets of average difficulty. They liked mathematics 

although some of them found it difficult.. They liked 

the computer programs. One commented. "It helps you 

understand what you-have done in the class. " One 

student found the worksheets associated with the 

computer programs. very structured and he would prefer 

the questions to be more operi. Most-did not do the 

consolidation. and Dractice exercises. one commented 

about practical. mathematics "It helps you to. unddrstand 

by yourself what you are doing and why. You don't 

just see the graph. until you actually do th e graph. " 
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One found the practical activity with the ice cube 
'not very practical'. He added that. he did not find it 

very helpful and it was more strain to do-. it. Some of 
them found the idea. very interesting- one said, "It 
depends on the person. If you can. visualise as you 
write down, you don't need practical work, but if not, 
doing practical work and written work together you can 
understand why". The main comment was that this type 
of activity occupies a lot of time. They did not like 
the videotaped expositions mainly because they found 
them complicated. One said "too deep in the subject"'. 
Some commented on the different approach in the pro- 
grammes from those that were used in the class. Most 

students did not try the investigations because, they 

claimed, of lack of time. The student who did the two 
of them found them interesting. Someone said that he 

could not do the investigation about the square root of 
two because he could not understand "what the point was". 
Most students had seen the posters but they did not pay 
much attention to them. 

Result's from college D 

Most students who used the materials had already 
completed the module M2 jAl with main teaching methods 

worksheets, discussions, group problem solving. The 

main reason for this was that the materials were received 
by the college when the module had already started and 
there was a resistance to change. The teacher commented 
'tour assessment is seen, we want more-teaching", implying 

she and her colleagues wanted more time for exposition. 
The materials were evaluated mainly in a-two-hours' 

session each week. The teacher believed that the ideal 

situation would be if the teachers had familiarised 

themselves with the materials prior to teaching the 

module and were able to introduce them topic by topic. 

Some important points are summarised below for each 
material as they appeared from discussion with the 
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teacher and from the questionnaires of-the teacher and 

students and written' coinments. of. the students. 

92MEL2K 
- 

21: 2M! Tý2: They wereused as reinforcement 

materials. They. gave opportunity for-cooperation be- 

tween students. who were familiar. with computers and 
those who were-not.. They helped students to learn or 

reinforce bits of information. The students were working 

mainly in pairs on a microcomputer which was in the 

classroom. Most. students liked the programs. Some 

students who had not-learned about 'Errors' before could 

not understand the relevant program, while most students 
had difficulty in understanding the program 'Cosine-Sine 

curvesi. 

Videotaped expositions: The use of video by the 

whole class for about one to two hours continually was 

not successful at all because the students became bored. 

Individual or in pairs. use of the programmes gave better 

responses. The teacher found it good for her to see 

subjects 'taught' by someone else. She found them 

useful as an open learning resource. From students' 

comments it appeared that they had difficulty in 

concentrating for a long period on the screen. Some 

students said that they would prefer shorter. programs 

while a mature student who had come to the college 
initially with 'no mathematics' at all, found them very 

useful. He commented "This video proved most useful to 

me because I could rewind and rewind so as. to get the 

message. into my head. Linear equations are more easily 

understood when you have the visual-diagrams and in 

this video it was quite easy to follow". 

Consolidation and_RrLa2tice exercises: The teacher 

tried to get some students to do an. exercise each day 

but found them lacking in self-discipline. The students 

were willing to do them at the beginning of each 

mathematics session and found them very helpful. The 

teacher found them. e.: ýcellent' as they cover from each 

topic the key points. 
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Practical activities: As the teacher said, the 

practical work helped her to identify aspects of the 

students' abilities which she had not discovered 

before. In addition, sometimes the*activity caused 

creative discussion. The students were. working on the 

activities mainly in pairs. The teacher remarked that 

they all enjoyed this approach. The results from the 

students' and. teacher-'s auestionnaires. on the practical 

activities are summarised below. 

Practlcal actiVlty. 2' *(Whisky' bo'ttle) :2 students. 

Time sjýent*. about 75 minutes. 

Students'_resp2a222: Interesting. 

TeacherIs_res22a22§: The students were completely 

absorbed in the activity. Worthwhile, giving practical 
insight to the students. Some small problems with the 

use of burrette but it was replaced with an on/off tap. 

Difficulties in understanding 'increase in loss'. 

Practi, cal: activity 3 jtoiletroll): 5 students. 

Time spent: From 10 to 90 minutes. 

Students'_res22nst-s-. Most found it interesting. 

They had difficulty in measuring the length of toilet roll. 

Teacher's_res22n§tE:, The students got bored. Worth- 

while the time spent.. Main problem the measurement of 
the length of the roll. 

Practical activity 4 (density of metal): 2 students. 

Time_sRtnt: From 15 to 60 minutes. 
Students' resDonses: One found it interesting while 

the other did not. Container was leaky (from practical 9) . 

TeacherIs_res22Li22E: Students familiar with the 

experiment from physics classes did it quickly. Neither 

repetitive nor boring, worthwhile as conveying. ideas on 

errors and units. More help might be given by indicat- 

ing the units in the record sheet. 

e 
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Practical' "actIvIty 8' '(ice cubes).: 1 student. 

Time spent: 35 minutes. 

Students' r -ise . s: - Interesting. 
- 

t1§22LI--- 

Teacher's resnonses: Modified the experiment by 

suspending the ice cube from a string. 

Practical 'ac'tiVi: ty '9' ' (T low of waýtbr' I rom hbleýs) 

2 students. Time_sptnt:. 6Q minutes. 

Students'_resp2nEt-2: Interesting, but container 

was leaky. 

Teacher's responses: Problems with equipment. 

Practi'cal: activity 1*2' (overhead' proj'eýctor) : .2 students. 

Time_sp2n: ý: 10-50 minutes. 

Students'_res22DEtý: - Interesting but difficult to 

obtain the parabola. More explanations on how to get 

the curves. 

Teacher', s_res22nftý!: Students spent about 10 to 50 

minutes but got frustrated with lack of definition with 

parabola and hyperbola. 

Practical* activity 15 * (minimum of. qua: dra'tic function) 

1 student; Time s2tat: 60 minutes. 

Students'_res22Mfýs:. Not interesting, complicated 
instructions, too time consuming. 

Teacher', s_res22E§ýý, §: Students got fed up, not worth 

the time spent. 

Practical activity 16 (quadrilateral's): 4 students.. 

Time spent: 20 to 35 minutes. 

Students' r ises: Most found it interesting. 
- 2E22n --- 

Difficulties in finding the maximum area. 

Teacher', s_res22EE22: Students seemed interested 

initially but got fed up with the repetition. A 

suggestion of an initial angle e could help. 
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Practi: ca, l activity IT '(cylinder's) 5 students. 
Time spent: 30 to.. 40 minutes. 

Students'_res22n§2. E: Not intere! ýt#g. 

Teacher', s_res22LI§f. §: Generated no interest at all, 

not worth the time spent. 

Pra'cti, ca, l: 'activity., 19' '(radi'an' rrtea'slite) 5 students. 

Time_s22at: 15 to 35 minutes. 

Students'_resp2ns2ý!: Most found interesting. One 

suggested use of more durable discs, while another did 

not find any relevance to course. 

Practical activity 22 (pin board): 7 students. 
Time_s22nt: 5 to 20 minutes. 

StudentsI_resp2nE2, §* Most found interesting. Some 

wanted clearer instructions. Some suggested more nails 
on the board. 

Teacher's_resP2E22. §: More nails on the board. 

1ý12f-:: t2oklet seqEtLiSt-ý: The teacher found them 
"excellent". They used them mainly in the classroom and 

some students wanted to borrow at home. They liked 

them very much. Most students found them very helpful. 

Posters: The teacher commented that the students 

noticed them, read them but they-did not make any comments. 
They helped to create a "maths" atmosphere but the 

students did not appreciate the content very much. 

jLiy2§LigaL-ions:. As the teacher remarked, the 

students attempted to do some invest 
' 
igations in the 

classroom, completingtheir work in their own time 

but they had difficulty in seeing them as anything 

other than Problems whose answer could. be found in a 

short period of time. Initially they like .d the idea 

but when they realised how mi; ch work was involved 

they quickly lost interest. 
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it appeared from the short visit that the teacher 

had a very friendly relationship with the students. All 

the materials. were arranged around. in the classroom and 

she negotiated with the students what activities they 

would do. one microcomputer and a tape . recorder were 
in the classroom.. A number of posters were on the wall; 
textbooks, tape booklets, consolidation and practice 

exercises were in various places in the classroom. The 

students were working in groups. 

Results from the final questionnaires; Seven of the 

nine students in the class completed the questionnaire. 

Most students liked the course. One wrbte "I did enjoy 

the course. It was interesting and the practical work 
helped you to put maths in everyday life", another 

student wrote"It-gave us a break from the written work 
but I must admit I didn't really like the course because 

the'practical took too much time for all you learnt out 

of it". Most found the course helpful for their future, 

and noticed some imlorovement in their ability in 

mathematics. They also liked mathematics more after 

the course. As they remarked, their relationship with 

the teacher and the other students was friendly. How 

they found the various topics of the module, what 

materials they used and how they found them is 

summarised-in Tables 3.12 and 3.13 . 
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Table 3.12 

Topics 

Errors Linear Quadrat- Trigon- Vectors funcit. ic funct. ometry 

Very 
difficult 

------------- 
1 

-------- 
0 

-------- 
0 

---------- 
0 

-------- 
0 

---------- 
Difficult 

------------- 
2 

-------- 
1 

-------- 
2 

---------- 
0 

-------- 
1 

---------- 
Average 

------------- 
2 

-------- 
4 

-------- 
3 

---------- 
3 

-------- 
1 

---------- 
Easy 

------------- 
0 

-------- 
1 

-------- 
2 

----- ---- 
2 

-------- 
4 

---------- 
Very easy 0 1 0 0 0 
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12 
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Very 
interesting 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Interesting 1 5 2 3 2 1 
Not 

interesting 2 1 0 0 1. 1 0 

Very 
helpful 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Helpful 0 3 2 1 3 1 1 
Not 

helpful 0 1 0 2 01 0 0 

The discrepancies between those who used the materials 
and those who made comments on them are because some 
students did not complete the questions carefully. 
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From the tables it seems that the students found the 

topics of average difficulty apart from 'Errors' which 
they found particularly hard. They foundmost of the 

materials interesting and helpful. Most students had 

0-grade mathematics while one had Standard Grade, 

and one Higher Grade mathematics. Most did not have any 

particular problem with the course. One wrote that a 
textbook could be helpful. Another wanted better 

equipment and clearer instructions in. the worksheets. 

From the teacher's questionnaire, it seems that the 

atmosphere in the classroom was very friendly. The 

teacher had a lot of help from other departments and 
technicians. in the college with the practical work. 
She found that the materials complemented each other and 
she could not say what was the most successful as the 

students had different preferences. Other materials 

she used were worksheets and some textbooks. The 

students enjoyed the course as it progressed and 
became more used to different teaching methods. They 
found 'Errors' a difficult topic. The students were of 

very mixed mathematics backgrounds but this could be 

overcome, becaus. e of the smafl class sizef by individual 

tuition. The assessment of the course was according to 

the module descriptor but a need for assessment of 

practical work and individual thinking was indicated. 

The teacher would use selected parts of every kind of 

material in the future as the students benefit from 

having mathematics presented in a variety of ways. 
She used open learning materials from O-grade mathe- 

matics course and college-made posters. She thought 

ideas about teaching/learnýng could be. disseminated by 

displayed materials and discussion.. She suggested a 
'mathematics. workshop', more provision of. money for 

microcomputers, tape-booklets, etc. 

I 
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Results from interviews: A general discussion with the 

students in the classroom showed that the students enjoyed 
the course. They mostly liked the practical activities 

and some had appreciated the mathematical points of them 

while others had not. In the discussion about the 

poster 'Puzzle' they had difficulty in giving some 

explanations. - A student who had done 'Higher mathe- 

matics' was very_familiar with the computers. He 

particularly liked the 'Radian' and 'Quadratic function' 

programs while he found the 'Cosine-Sine curves' com- 

plicated. The teacher and students supported the view 
that the teaching point of the program 'Error' was very 

new for them. Some students had. difficulty in knowing 

what to write down on the worksheet as they were running 
the program. Some parts of the content of the module 
did not seem relevant to their course (building engineers). 
Most did not like the-video programmes. 

Results from cbllegeý E 

The investigations, although they had been requested 
by the college, were not undertaken because of the 
limited time available. Some administrative problems 

and illness of the teacher caused some difficulties also 
in. using the materials. The teacher had also participat- 

ed in the initial evaluation of the computer programs. 
Some Doints are summarised below for each type of 

material as they arose from the discussion with the 

teacher and the questionnaires of the teacher and 

students. 

92TEL'tý!: 
-RE2grams: 

The programs were used as 

illustrative materials and as discovery. The students 

worked in pairs on a microcomputer in their classroom 

while the rest of the class performed other tasks. 

They seemed to enjoy them. The time spent on them 

was about 15-30 minutes. The teacher found the computer 

programs '. excellent',, much improved from. their first 

version, what she would like to prepare by herself but 

could not because of lack of time. She found them the 

most successful-in the classroom. 
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Consolidation and_2E! a2tice exercises: The teacher 

found them very useful, especially- for the low attain- 

ers. Some'small blunders in some'questions were 
identified. 

Practical activities: The students w9rked in groups 

and tfidy discussed the outcomes of each activity. Despite 

the fact that it was something new for them, they seemed 
to enjoy it. The teacher used three activities in the 

classroom. One, the radian measure, was done as part of 
the les'son under her direction while the others were 
done by the students themselves. She explained that 

the main reason for using just a few activities was the 

lack of time. She believed that "Dractical activities 

will get more successful as students - and lecturer - 
get accustomed to that approach". This kind of work 

also helped her to-discover unexpected abilities in her 

students. For example, a low attainer with language 

problems got on very well in a practical activ#y and 

showed understanding which she had not appreciated before. 

The results from the students' and teacher's. question- 

naires on the practical activities are summarised below. 

Practical activity 16 (quadrilaterals): 2 students. 
Time_spent: 30 to 45 minutes. 

Students' responses: One found it interesting, while 
the other did not. 

Teacher's_res22E222: It was something new for the 

students-and it took too long. 

Practical activity 18 (corridors): 4 students. 

Time sDent: 20 to 40 minutes. 

Students'_resp2n222: Most found it interesting. 

Some had problems with some instructions. -in the record 

sheet. 
Teacher's_res22Eseý!: She liked it because it showed 

a practical application. 

1) 



Practical activity. 19 (radian measure) 

. Teacher's_res22nýif-: 2: Very worthwhile and effective. 
The students liked it. 

Posters: The students noticed them after encourage- 

ment but there was not any particular response. The' 

poster about Errors was used in connection with a 

problem solving activity. 

Fr om the evidence of the short visit and the 

discussion with the teacher, the students worked in 

groups when they were doing practical or computer work, 
for other activities they worked individually. The 

teacher seemed to be willing to change her approaches 
to teaching, although, as she said, she still had some 
difficulties. She had good relationships with the 

students and could act sometimes as a counsellor, 
because the class was a small size (9 students). The 

main teaching approaches were lecturing and discussion. 

The students were very cooperative. She regarded a 
timetable of three hours continuously teaching as too 

much for the students. In addition to the methods of 

assessment suggested in the guidelines she assessed 
the course by problem solving assignments. 

95. 

Results from the final auestionnaires: Nine students 

were in the class and seven completed the questionnaires. 
All students liked the course and they thought it useful 
for their futurE. Most noticed an improvement in their 

ability and they liked mathematics more after the course. 
All had friendly relationships with the teacher and the 

other students. How they found the various toDics of 
the module, which materials they used and how they found 

them are summarised in Tables 3.14 and 3.15. 

I 
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Table 3.14 

Topics 

Errors 
, Linear Quadrat- Trigon- Vectors funct. ic funct. ometry 

Very 
difficult 

---------- 
0 

-------- 
0 

-------- 
0 

---------- 
0 

------- 
0 

---------- 
Difficult 

---------- 
2 

-------- 
1 

-------- 
0 

---------- 
3 

------- 
0 

---------- 
Average 

---------- 
2 

-------- 
4 

-------- 
3 

---------- 
1 

------- 
4 

---------- 
Easy 

- 
3 

---- 
2 3 

---- 
3 

--- --- 
2 

---- [Very 

easy 0 0 0 1 

Table 3.15 
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Number of users 7 7 7 7 7 

Very interesting 1 0 0 0 0 
Interesting 4 4 3 4 5 
Not interesting 2 3 3 3 1 

Very helpful 1 0 0 0 6 
Helpful 6 6 5 4 0 
Not helpful 0 1 1 3 0 

* The discrepancies between those who used the 

materials and those who made comments on them are because 

some students did not complete the questions carefully. 
From the tables it seems that most students found the 
topics of average difficulty and the materials interest- 
ing and helpful. All students had 0 grade mathematics 
and one had also Higher grade. Qne suggested using more 
practical activities. 
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From the teacher's questionnaire it can be seen that 
the teacher also used notes, handoutsý, worksheets and 
programs from the college's stock'of software. The 

students found. the-course worthwhile*and interesting. 

She would like to use the computer programs, practical 
activities, posters, in the future. She would prefer a 
more detailed descriptor, for content, and clearer 
assessment procedures. 

Results from interviews: Seven students-were inter- 

viewed. The interviews gave some information about the 

students background. They were full-time students and 
they had to do the module as part of their course. All 
the class did not follow the same course, Some students 
were doing data processing while others, computers. 
Apart from one student, nobody had previous experience of 
college life and they preferred the life in college as 
being more informal than in school. The interviews also 
showed some of the students' attitudes towards the 

mathematics course and its individual elements. Most 
liked the cdurse and thought it useful for their future. 

Some students did not like mathematics but they had to 
do it. Most liked working in groups. Most found trig- 

onometry difficult and some had. problems in error 
algebra and factorization of expressions. Most enjoyed 
the practical work. One said "It is not boring. You 
have fun and at the same time you learn".. One did not 
like it because "It gets on your nerves". All liked the 

consolidation exercises as they revised thincrs. which they 
had forgotten. Most preferred the computer programs. 
Everybody had noticedthe posters but did not pay any 

attention to them.... They found the assessment worksheets 

of average difficulty and. sometimes they. completed them 

as homework. 
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Results from's*chool 

The materials were used by a class of eighteen 

students. Four of them left school during the study, 
having reached school-leaving age by Christmas. The 

students had taken' Standard grade or O-grade examinations 

and they were not following the Higher Mathematics course 
but instead they were taking three modules (M 2 JA14, M2 JA 2' 
M2 JA 

3) over two years. At the end of the second year they 

could sit the Higher examinations. Most students had 

obtained poor grades in the Standard or O-grade exam- 
inations in mathematics, although the level of ability 

v4ried"a lot. This system of using modules instead of 
the Higher course was adopted by the school. to give more 

opportunities to students who would most probably fail 

the Higher mathematics examinations. The timetable was 

one period mathematics. per day and the module M2 jAl 

lasted approximately three to four months with a break 

in December to enable the -pupils to-prepare for their 

preliminary Higher examinations. 

The teacher's initial contact with the materials 

was before th e course started. The author had three 

meetings with the teacher. '. Two of-the meetings took 

place in the school, observing the pupils in the class- 

room using the materials. 

Some important points which emerged from the 

meetings, discussions with teacher and pupils, question- 

naires, written reports on investigations are summarised 
below for each set of materials. The author, in the 

short visits, saw being used only the practical 

activities and the consolidation and practice exercises. 

92Ln2! 'tffE-R-K2SI-Ea-I-n-s: The students used. the programs in 

the classroom. A small group was working on the 

computer while the rest of the class were involved in 

another activity. The programs were used as Ulustrat- 

ion and investigation materials. The students found 
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them interes'ting on the whole, although many did not 
like the activity very much. They did-not find any 

particular difficulty.. As the teacher commented, the 

use of the computer room was limited but she could 

always have a computer fbr use in the'classroom. 

KA22L, 22ed e_xpositions: Some of the programmes were 

used by the'class as a whole in the classroom. The 

students could not concentrate for a. long period on 

programme so the teacher had to stop the tape and 

explain the main points of it. Discussion and con- 

solidation after each programme were taking place. 
The students enjoyed them if used occasionally but they 
had a problem with the language used in the programmes 
because the notation used sometimes was different from 

that used in school. 

Consolidation and_2. KaStice 
- 

exercises: The students 

used the exercises mainly for ten minutes at the beginn- 

ing of each period. The teacher and the students found 

them useful. The teacher observed the students' work and 
through it discovered difficulties for example in the 

order of operation, indices, etc. 

Practical activities: The students worked in small 

groups and there was a general discussion afterwards. 
The students-had difficulties in appreciating the 

mathematics involved in the activities. - This was the 

case particularly at the beginning of using this approach. 
Some students could not find any reason. for using the 

activities, while they could do the Iformal. 'mathematics' 

instead. After the first session. of practical work 
the students responded-more enthusiastically. The 

teacher found the practical work useful in helping 

students to appreciate the use of mathematics in 

different contexts,, but sometimes. the approach was too 

time consuming. The results from the students' and 
teacher's questionnaires on the practical activities 

are summarised below. 
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Practical activity 1 '(plan of classroom): 5 students. 
Time_sloellt: 25 to. 50 minutes. 

Students'_resp2as22: Interedtipg. 

Teacher's_res22nstsý: Worthwhile. The students 
liked it. 

Practical activity 2 (whisky bottle): 5 students. 
Time si: )ent: 15 to 60 minutes. 

Students' responses: Most found it interesting. 

Some could not find reasons for using it as "It has 

no link to actual Higher work". 

TeacherI. s_resR2Uses: "Very worthwhile activity both 
for error and graphing". Students had some difficulties 
in drawing the graph. 

Practical activity 3 (toilet roll): 14 students. 
Time_sptnt: 15 to 50 minutes. 

Students'_res22DE22: Most did not like it. Some 
difficulties in using the micrometer. Some found the 

task boring and not worthwhile. They would prefer it 

more 'theoretical'. 

Teacher', s_res22n§2s: Class did not realise the 

significance of the exercise. Some difficulties in 

using the micrometer. 

Practical activity 5 (pipes): 2 students. 
Time_s2fýE: t: 60 minutes. 

Students, '_res22n§tf: Interesting. 

Teacher's_res22astý2: Students liked it. Worthwhile. 

Practical activity 14 (parabolic table): 2 students. 
Time_s2ýýnt:. 30 minutes. 

Students'_res22M2ýP Equipment. did not work. 

Teacher's_resEMý12; Frustrating because of difficul- 

ty in getting the ball-bearing to rebound from the board. 
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Practical activity 15'(minimum of quadratic function): 

11 students. 
Time spent.: 50 to 60 minutes. 

Students' resioonses: Most. did not like it. Some 

problems with the-instructions of description sheet. 

Teacher's_res22n§2_s: Students did. not like it too 

much. Too time-consuming. Instructions ambiguous. 
It would be"interesting if it could be shortened. 

Practical activity '16 (quadrilaterals): 6 students. 

Time spent.: 35 to 60 minutes. 

Students' responses: Most found it interesting. 

One suggested clearer instructions. 

Teacher's_res22U§M : Worthwhile. Students liked it. 

Practical activity 17 (cylinders): 7 students. 
Time_sptat: 30 to GO minutes. 

Students' responses: Most found it interesting. 

Some equipment was not suitable (eg. pair of scissors). 

Teacher's_resP2as2E: Worthwhile. Students liked it. 

More posts could be used of different shapes. 

Practical activity 19 (radian measure. ): 3 students. 

Time spent: 30 minutes. 

Students'_res22nE22: All found interesting or very 

interesting. 

Teacher"s, rtE22LI2es: Worthwhile.. The students liked 

it. 

TaRt:: ý2oklet seqE2n22, §: The sequences. were used by 

the students at home as aýtape recorderwas not available 
in the college.. Most students liked them., They used 

them mainly for revision. Some students. who were absent 

used them to catch up with the rest of the class. Most 

students found them very easy to follow-although some 

found them repetitive in parts because they Already knew 

the relevant skills. Most found them helpful. 

c 
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Posters: The students did not notice them by them- 

selves. There was-discussion only for a short time. 

The teacher did not notice any particular reaction to 
them. She found. the posters too small for class 
discussion and they had to. be used in groups. 

ILiyt-ftig! ýtions: Three investigations were used in the 

module: the best-way of-calculating the square root of 
two, the design of a milk carton, and a series of equi- 
lateral triangles (parabola). The students did these 

at home and they produced a written report.. They found 

them difficult and most did not enjoy them. The teacher 
found this approach useful. It was quite difficult to 
help the students suitably and assess their work. She 

also remcýrked that the students were not used to this 

approach and they preferred 'traditional' teaching. 

From the investigations' reports emerged some abilities, 
difficulties and. misunderstandings of the students. 
They revealed the students' understanding in some 

mathematical processes. For example, in the calculation 

of the square root of two a lot of pupils had not under- 

stood how to use the iteration methods. They had not 

appreciated the meaning of "approximation to seven 
decimal places", (they gave 1.4166667 as an answer 
because it had 7 decimal places). Difficulties also 

appeared in the 'decision making' process. For example, 
they did not explain clearly what criteria they were 

using in deciding what was the "best" method for 

or what was the "best" milk carton. They also had 

difficulties in creating and analysing a mathematical 

model. In the investigation about the series of 

equilateral triangles, the students showed a lack of' 

ability to generalise from patterns. As expected, the 

reports also revealed that students used different 

methods of approach depending on their previous ex- 

perience. For example, for the calculation of the 

square root of two, Some tackled. the problem graphically 

Ip 
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while others tried to interpret some numerical data. 

In addition, some lack of mathematical skills also 

emerged. For. example,. difficulties in indices were 
diagnosed. The students' ways of communicating their 

methods and ideas could also be examined. and improved. 

There was also some indication that all students can 

perform well in the kind of activity regardless of their 

abilities in the'formal mathematical procedures. For 

example, a student who twice gained the prize iii the 
investigations competition was regarded by the teacher 

as lazy and not particularly able. 

It appeared from the short visits that the teacher 

had a friendly relationship with the students. Normally 

they worked individually, for practical work and for the 

computer work they worked in groups. 

Results from. the_final liestionnaires: Thirteen 
-gL - 

students completed the questionnaires. Almost everybody 
liked the course either because of its being enjoyable 

or because of the use of continuous assessment, or 
because of its covering a lot of topics. Some did not 
like the investigations. All found the course helpful. 

Most noticed an improvement in their mathematical ability 

and they liked mathematics the same as before the module. 
They found their relationships with the. teacher and other 

students very friendly. How they found the various 
topics of the module, what materials they used, and 
how they found them is summarisbd in Tables 3.16 

and 3.17. 
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Table 3.16 

Topics. 

Errors Linear Quadrat- Tr 
, 
igonom- Vectors funct. Lc. func-L. i etry. 

Very 
difficult 

----------- 
0 

-------- 
2 

------ 
3 

---------- 
0 

---------- 
0 

--------- 
Difficult 1 5 3 3 3 

---------- 
Averaye 

----------- 

-------- 
7 

-------- 

------- 
4 

------- 

---------- 
4 

------ ; ----- 

---------- 
4 

---------- 

--------- 
6 

--------- 
Easy 

- --- 

4 

-------- 

1 

------- 

1 

---------- 

4 

---------- 

2 

--------- 
Very easy 1 1 2 2 2 
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Number of users* 13 13 9 - 12 13 11 10 3 

Very interesting 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 

Interesting 7 10 6 - 5 7 7 6 3 

Not interesting 6 2 3 7 5 2 3 0 

Very helpful 1 1 2 2 1 4 2 0 

Helpful 5 8 5 - 8 7 6 7 3 

Not helpful 7 4 2 2 5 1 1 0 

* The discrepancies between those who used the materials 
and those who made comments on them are because some 
students did not complete the questions carefully. 
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From the tables it seems that the students found the 
topics of average difficulty, although many found the 
linear and quadratic functions par ticularly hard. 

None wrote that posters were used. They found most 
materials interesting and helpful apart from the 

computer programs, which most students did not find 
helpful, and the video programmes, which most did not 
find interesting. The book which. was used was Modern 
Mathematics for Schools (Blackie-Charibers). Almost 

everybody had Standard grade mathematics (grades from 
2 to 4i but mainly 3), apart from one who had O-grade 

arithmetic. Some students wanted better investigations, 

others more notes and clearer study books for the course, 
more self-help materials, more practical work. One 

commented "a greater emphasis on practical applications 
of mathematics". One had difficulty in keeping track 

of what he was doing because of the use of different 

resources. They also expressed anxiety about their 
future following the modular pattern. Some found 
difficulties in using some materials. One student wrote 
"I did not find the videotapes or computer programs much 
help because they tended to just pass you by. Unless 

you are actually doing the examples then it just 

becomes meaningless". 

From the teacher's questionnaire. it seems that the 
teacher had good and relaxed-relationship with the 

students. The students were cooperative but sometimes 
the school restricted the cooperation with each other. 
Her main approaches in helping the students were by 
lecturing, discussions and individual help. On the 

average in a4 hours'. session, she spent most of the 

time in exposition including consolidation by the 

students (3 hours) , half-an-hour on the-computer programs 

and half-an-hour in practical work. She found the 

computer. DXograms,. the practical activities and the 

video programmes most successful in the classroom. She 
felt that the students found the course. enjoyable, 
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worthwhile and "let them see that maths need not be all 
done at a desk". She assessed the course. by worksheets, 

end of module tests and investigations' reports. She 

would like to use'all the materials in the future, 

particularly the computer programs. She would prefer 

some different investigations. She-regarded-the materials 

as more than adequate for the course. She commented on 
the dissemination of material and ideas "regions must. 

run courses, 'advisors must take an interest, or 
development officers must be appointed, to go into 

schools". Seminars, inservice training, resource 
libraries where. information and ideas could be exchanged 
were regarded as essential. More standardised assess- 
ment procedures would be helpful. She added that she 
liked the materials and "without your help and support 
the course would have been very boring and dull". 

Results-from-interviews: From discussions with the 

students, it emerged that some students found some 

materials very helpful, while some others could not see 
their effectiveness in learning'mathematics. For 

example, some found the use of investigati6ns and the 

writing up of their work. on them not as useful as the 
'traditional' mathematics. Most had not noticed the 

posters. They liked the consolidation and practice 

exercises and the tape booklets. Most found the course 
difficult in some parts. 

From the discussion with the teacher some further 

points arose. She remarked on the limited time avail- 

able for covering the content of the module, her 

inexperience in helping students with investigations 

and her tendency to think About the Higher. Examinations 
(in terms of content). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS 

The . successful development of the learning resources 

produced in this study demonstrated that it is possible 
to create the learning environment suggested in the 

guidelines on teaching/learning approaches. 

The production of the materials required much work, 
use of various sources of ideas, discussions with 
teachers, students and people involved in the develop- 

ment of the module. In designing the materials, an 
important consideration was the presentation of the 

mathematics within contexts relevant to the students' 
interests. The materials attempted to give to all the 

students opportunities for discovering by themselves 

mathematical concepts and ideas and for developing their 

mathematical skills. They also aimed to encourage the 

students to become independent learners by managing 
their own learning. 

The time spent producing the materials is an 
important factor. The computer programs were the most 
time consuming materials. This was partly because of 
the limited programming experience of the author. The 

practical activities required a considerable amount of 
time. In addition to the difficulty of finding 

appropriate ideas, the production of the equipment and 
the writing of the description sheets was sometimes 
time consuming. Some more structured materials, for 

example, tape-booklet sequences or the consolidation 

and practice exercises, needed a careful selection of 

examples and exercises so as to help students to con- 

solidate various skills. They also. required time fox 

typing. An estimate of the time spent on the production 
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of the materials in this study is shown in f' igure 4.1. 

of course the time'spent depends on many factors, 

Figure 4.1 

Materi-als. . 
Production, time 

-Computer programs 6-7 months 

Videotaped expositions 1-2 months 

Consolidation exercises . 1-2 months 

Practical activities 3-4 months 

Tape-booklet sequences 2-3 months 

Posters 2-3 months 

Investigations 1-2 months 

for example, programming expertise, artistic ability, 

experience of producing self-learning materials, 
teaching experience, etc. It is clear from this 

analysis that it is unreasonable to expect the class 
teacher to produce all these materials. Indeed, it 

is unrealistic to do so. As well as being responsible 
for developing teaching/learning materials for the 

course, the teacher has a major responsibility for its 

assessment which is a time-consuming activity. It is 

more realistic to expect the teacher to select and adapt 

existing materials to suit the needs of his/her students. 
The initial task then is the selection of materials for 

the course and the options are somewhat circumscribed by 

the financial resource available. Figure. 4.2 shows the 

estimated cost of the production of the materials for a 

class of twenty students. The highest cost is that of 
the video taped expositions and of. the tape/booklet 

sequences. The cost of the investigations was the 

cheapest. It is very difficult to decide which materials 

are the most cost-effective because their effectiveness 
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Figure 4.2 

Materials Estimated Comments 
costs 

Computer E5.00 Including worksheets and 
programs (one set teaching guide. 
(in 2 discs) of discs) 

Videotaped E120.00 Including teaching 
expositions (one set) guide. 

Consolidation E20.00 Including teaching 
exercises guide. 

Practical E3.50 + Including teaching 
activities cost of guide and description 

equip- and record sheets. 
ment On average the cost of 

equipment is about one 
to two pounds per item. 

Tape/ E37.00 Including teaching 
booklets (one set) guide. 

Posters E8.00 Including teaching 
(one set) guide. 

Investig- E1.80 Including cost of 
ations duplicating 4 investig- 

ation statements to 
students and teaching 
guide. 
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depends on the needs, interests, aptitudes of the 
individuals. Indeed the question of cost-effectiveness 
is inappropriate. 

The information in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 is provided 
to give information toteachers about the production time 

and costs of the. materials. They are not intended to 

provide a basis for judgements between materials. 

Teachers can prepare some materials for their 

classrooms with suitable support from their colleges, 
for example, less teaching hours, provision of resources. 
They could also be seconded for developmental work; 
development teams can be created and the sharing of 
ideas and materials can be encouraged. 

From the evaluation study it seems clear that all 
the materials created positive attitudes. towards 

mathematics for most students. They created a different 

atmosphere in the classroom, caused discussion, co- 

operation and provided a variety of mathematical 

experience. The success of the materials will increase 

as teachers and students become familiar with these new 

approaches. In addition, factors such as the college 

organisation and classroom environment play an important 

role in the effective use of these resources. A 

mathematics workshop with the appropriate equipment, for 

example, microcomputers, video equipment, tape recorders, 
books, equipment for practical activities, could help 

teachers to organise the resources and create an 

appropriate learning environment. 

The main problem identified. by the evaluation was 
the shortness of the tine period of themodule. Because 

of this and the-vagueness of the description of content 
in the module descriptor, teachers gave . more emphasis 
to the verbal exposition, neglecting other. approaches. 

This problem can be overcome ýy the use, of. self- 
learning materials. The teacher by himself cannot meet 

all the needs of the students in the time allocated. 
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For example, tape-booklet secTuences,. consolidation and 

practice exercises -can be used by thd'students in their 

own time without the teacher's involvement. In- 

vestigations can also be undertaken outside class hours, 

but the appropriate guidance and discussion is essential 
before and after the students tackle the problems. 
Students have to be given opportunities to work by 

themselves in and outside the classroom if they are to 

become independent learners. 

In addition to the approaches suggested in the study, 
the use of textbooks, reference books, notes, worksheets, 
is essential for facilitating students' learning. Well 

equipped libraries in each institution will help 

students in their learning process. 

An important element of the module is the formative 

and summative assessment of the students' work in the 

different activities. This has not been formally 

investigated in this study but both observation and the 

questionnaires revealed that. it is a key issue for the 

class teacher. 

The use of the learning approaches suggested in the 

guidelines will be successful as teachers and students 
become accustomed to-the new approaches. Suitable 

support is needed to hasten that process. This support 

can come from the institution and the educational 

authorities. The appropriate environment in the 

institution will engender the cooperation of different 

departments which will help teachers and students to 

realise the new approaches. The availability of 

equipment is vital. Seminars, inservice training, 

sharing of ideas and materials between institutions, 

counselling by advisors and development officers will 
help teachers to meet the demands of their new role. 

Their ability to fulfil their new role vitally affects 

the success of the students who need support and 
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guidance in theirlearning. 

The materialsde9cribed in this -s. tudy have as. sisted 
teachers in their attempts to meett-henew demands of 
their work. The ideas arising from these-materials 

offer something new in the learning of mathematics and 

give opportunities' for further developments in 

mathematical education. 

0 
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APPENDICES 

17ý I iimý 1 

Appendix A Descriptor of Mathdmat. ics Module M2 /A 1 

Appendix B Initial phase of evaluation 
Evaluation of computer programs (teacher's 

and student'-s questionnaires, short tests). 

Evaluation of consolidation and practice 

exercises (teacher's and student's 

questionnaires) 

Appendix C Final phase of evaluation 
Evaluation. of practical activities (teacher's 

and student's auestionnaires) 

Teacher's instructions for the investigations 

competition 

Final questionnaires (teacher's and student's 

questionnaires) 

17-1 , -- I 

Appendix D Computer Programs 

m . eaching guide 
Two discs (40 tracks) 

Worksheets 

Documentation. of the programs 

Appendix E Videotaped expositions 

Teaching guide 
Script for the expositions on trigonometry 
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AppendIx F Consolidation and practice exercises 

Teaching guide 
Booklets 

AriFiendix G Practical activities 

Teaching guide 
DescriDtion and record sheets 

Appeftdig H Tape/booklet sequences 

Teaching guide 
Booklets 

Audio-tapes 

Appendix I Posters 

Teaching guide 
Posters 

Appendix J Investigations 

Teaching guide 
Description sheets 
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I 
APPENDIX A 

Module Descriptor 

SCOTTISH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COUNCIL 

22 Great King Street 38 Queen Street 
EDINBURGH EH3 6QH GLASGOW GI 3DY 
031-557 4555 041-248 7900 

NATIONAL CERTIFICATE MODULE DESCRIPTOR 

Ref No. 61058 Session 1986-87 

Title MATHEMATICS: ANALYSIS/ALGEBRA I M2/AI 

Type A general module which is designed to present 
and post-Standard Grade mathematical concepts within 
Purpose the context of applications. It should enable the 

student to consolidate previous ideas and concepts 
and to acquire the knowledge and skills from which 
the study of the subject can be developed. Refer 
to Appendix 1 for more guidance. 

Preferred O-Grade Mathematics band C, Standard Grade in 
Entry Level Mathematics at 3,01057 Mathematics: Grade 3 

or equivalent. 

Learning The student should: 
Outcomes 

1. understand the role of accuracy of number in 
practical applications and calculate the 
error bounds for a numerical result; 

2. understand the properties of linear, 
quadratic and circular relationships; 

3. distinguish between scalars and 
vectors and use vector algebra in simple 
applications and apply the understanding in a 
practical context; 

4. integrate mathematical knowledge and skills 
in a problem solving context; 

5. maintain a workfile competently. 

Content/ 1. express and use numbers to a specified number 
Context of significant figures or decimal places. 

Express and use numbers in scientific . notation. Calculate absolute and relative 
errors and apply rules for error bounds. 
Apply the above to practical measurements and 
calculations. 

2. - read values from graphs and interpret 
gradient. Draw linear graphs from supplied 
data. Express linear graphs as an algebraic 
function and establish relationships between 
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Continuation of Module 61058 Session 1986-87 

two variables. Use the above techniques to 
solve practical problems. Solve linear 
equations taking account of appropriate error 
bounds. Determine specific coordinates and 
aspects of a quadratic graph. Solve 
quadratic equations graphically and 
analytically. Use the trapezoidal rule to 
determine approximate areas between a 
coordinate*axis and a quadratic curve. 
Appreciate rate of change and average rate of 
change. Apply the above to practical 
problems including velocity, acceleration and 
results of experiments. Use trigonometric 
ratios to solve problems involving 
right-angled triangles; including appropriate 
error bounds. Graph trigonometric ratios. 
Measure angles in degrees and radians. Solve 
problems requiring sine, cosine and area 
formulae. Use trigonometry to solve practical 
problems. 

3. distinguish between vectoý and scalar 
quantities. Use 3-dimensional vector algebra 
to model and solve problems. Draw and use 
2-dimensional vector diagrams to solve 
problems. Use vector components, unit 
vectors and position vectors, as appropriate, 
to solve practical problems. 

4. complete problems/investigations involving 
the integration of the content of Learning 
Outcomes 1,2 and 3. 

5. the workfile should. form a complete record of 
the student's work-throughout the-module. 

Suggested Emphasis should be placed on graphical work to 
Learning and reinforce basic concepts. 
Teaching 
Approaches Computer access is assumed. Computer packages 

should be used where appropriate and advantage 
taken of any programming skills possessed by the 
student. 

Suitable computer packages are available from the 
SMDP Supported Software Library. 

Group problem solving and practical investigation 
are essential parts of the module. 

Self-help remediation material should be used to 
reinforce skills where necessary. For example 
tape/booklets on topics such as the parabola, 
sectors and errors are available. 

Much time can be saved by the use of pre-prepared 
worksheets. 
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Continuation of Module 61058 Session 1986-87 

Assessment All Learning Outcomes must be validly assessed. 
Procedures 

The student must be informed of the tasks which 
contribute to summative assessment. Any 
unsatisfactory aspects of performance should, if 
possible, be discussed with the student as and 
when they arise. 

Acceptable performance in the module will be 
satisfactory achievement of the performance 
criteria specified for each Learning Outcome. 

Where cutting scores are stated these are intended 
to be for guidance. The precise cutting score for 
a test will depend on the difficulty of the test. 

The following abbreviations are used below: 

LO Learning Outcome 
IA Instrument of Assessment 
PC Performance Criteria 

LOI IA Diagnostic worksheets. The worksheets 
2&3 should form part of the regular teaching 

programme and should be issued at 
intervals throughout the module. The 
style of worksheets should be varied. 
Some may be highly structured showing 
students how to set out work 
systematically, others may merely record 
the results of work written on separate 
pages or performance on a calculator or 
computer. 

PC Normally at least 75% of calculations, 
mathematical manipulations and 
presentations or interpretations of 
information should be carried out 
correctly. 

L01 IA Short answer questions could, for 
2&3 convenience, be combined together within- 

a single test paper which would be of 
approximately one or one and a half 
hours duration. It should be possible 
to identify the questions which relate 
to individual Learning Outcomes. 

PC Normally at least 75*% of questions 
associated with EACH Learning Outcome 
should be completed correctly. In cases 
where a student fails to meet the 
criteria for a particular Learning 
Outcome, the student's workfile should 
be consulted. If the examiner is 
satisfied there is sufficient evidence 
that the student has performed 
satisfactorily the student may be 
credited with having achieved the 
Learning Outcome. 
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Continuation of Module 61058 Session 1986-87 

L04 IA Extended answer questions. The extended 
answer question test should be set 
towards the end of the module. The 
questions should test the ability of the 
student to draw together various 
mathematical ideas and techniques 
developed in the module and use them to 
solve simple problems, many of which 
will be expressed within a practical 
context. Calculators may be used if 
required. 

PC The student should perform to a standard 
acceptable to the examiner and should 
demonstrate an ability to: 

(a) interpret a problem; 

(b) select a strategy to solve the 
problem; 

(c) draw together various mathematical 
ideas and techniques developed in 
the module; 

(d) obtain satisfactory solution; 

(e) communicate accurately and 
logically. 

*L05 IA Student workfile. The student workfile 
provides an opportunity to encourage 
good work habits and develop sound study 
skills in the student. The lecturer 
should ascertain periodically throughout 
the module that each student is 
maintaining his/her workfile adequately. 
The workfile should contain (as 
appropriate) the student's notes, class 
handouts, completed worksheets, 
exercises, assignments, reports of 
investigations, reports of projects, log 
books of computer activities and a 
summary of the important details of the 
module, for later revision purposes. 

PC (a) at least 75% of each worksheet or 
exercise should be completed 
correctly; 

(b) writing should be clear; 

(c) numerical work should be accurate; 

(d) graphical work should be carefully 
drawn and annotated; 

(e) computer programs (where used) and 
results should be carefully 
documented; 

M there should be references for the 
sources of the exercise and notes. 

It 
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APPENDIX B 

Evaluation of comouter proqtams 

Teachdjýls auestionnaire 
Programme: 

College: 

Lecturer: 

Date: 

No. of students in class F7 
1. Did the students like the programme? 

Were there any parts of the progra=e where students found 
difficulties? 

3. How long was spent using the programme and completing the 
worksheet? I 

4. Did all the students use the progrannne? 

5. Put a tick (\/) in your option below: 

Did they find the worksheet 

very easy 

easy 

OK 

difficult 

very difficult 

F-1 
F-1 
r-I 
F-I 
E] 

6.1 
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6. Are there other topics which you could teach with the use of the 
computer in this week's work? 

7. Choose one or more options putting a tick in the box chosen. 
How was the programme used? 

a) illustrative material F-I 

b) reinforcement material Fý 

c) by whole class as a group ED 

d) by individuals F-I 

8. Please list the materials which you used in this week's work, 
e. g. textbook, computer ... 

9. Please describe how you assess this part of the course, 
(e. g. homework, class test). Please indicate time taken 
for this by the student. 

10. Please indicate which activities you used for this part of 
the course: 

(a) exposition of the topic by you F-y -esF--n 7o 

(b) discussion with students yes iFol 

(c) discussion between students 

(d) practical work 

(e) consolidation and practice 

(f) problem solving 

(g) investigational work 

Thank you very much for helping me with this development work and for 
answering these questions. 
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Please write any comments you may have about this program on this 
sheet, e. g. any future improvements that could be made to the program, 
how you would use the program with future classes, etc. 
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Student's questionnaire 

Programme Appraisal (Please return this part to Miss D. Potari, 
for checking) 

Name: 

ERR0RS 
Date: 

(1) Did you find the programme 

very interesting 

interesting 

not interesting 
at all 

Choose one option putting a tick in the box. 

(2) Did you find the worksheet 

very easy 

easy 

difficult 

very difficult 

Choose one option putting a tick in the box. 

(3) Did you find some difficulties? Yes 

No 

Choose one option putting a tick in the box. 

If 'yes', please specify shortly what difficulties you had. 

(4) Can you suggest any improvement in the programme which you think 
that will help you? 

Do you have any comments about this part of the course? 
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Short tests 

Errors 

Complete the table below where a is a correctly rounded 
number and Ea its absolute error bound. 

F- 

3.567 

-o. 5 

4.500 

2.0 

0.. 06 

2. Wi th a and b 

(a/b)min 1.985102421 

and 
(a/b)max -11.994036526 

What is a sensible value for a/b ? 

in the next box II 

the programme gives 

Write your answer 
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Line 

The hardness x of a piece of plastic is related to the amount y 
of a certain substance which is in the plastic. Data were collected 
and are given in the table below. 

x 0.70 
1 

0.98 
1 1.16 1 1.751 0.76 0.82 0.95 1.24 1.75 '1.95 

y 0.12 
1 

0.21 
1 

0.34 
1 

0.61 
1 

0.13 0.17 0.21 0.34 0.62 0.71 

0.72 

0.67 

0.62 

0.57 

0.52 

0.47 

0.42 

0.37 

0.32 

0.27 

0.22 

0.17 

0.12 

-- 

a) Use the programme to find yx+ and draw the line 

on the graph paper above. 

b) If x=1.10 'what is the corresponding value of y together with its 

error interval? 

_______ 
__ 

: iit 
- 

__ __ __I 
__ 

__ 

___ _____ t 

0.70 0.90 1.10 1.30 1.50 1.70 1.90 2.10 
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Minimum 

We want to make a box whose breadth b is half of the height h 
and of volimp V= 500 ml. 

The two sides of the box are three times as thick as the other 
sides. The length of the box is Z. We want to find the dimensions 
of the box where the cost is as small as possible. 

h 

b= h/2 

The cost is propqrtional to the area A of the box so A must 
be as small as possible. 

The volume V as a function of h and Z is 

V-I (h2Z) /21 

and the area A as a function of h and Z is 

A 3h 2+ 3hk 

When the volume V is 500 ml, the length Z as a function of h 
is 

1000/hz 

The area A as a function of the height h is 

A 3h 2+ 3000/h 

The graph of the area A as a function of h is drawn below. 

Contd. /I 
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A 

-- - 77T 

. 7: 5 i 8. ý h 

Estimate from the graph the value of h for which the area A 
has its minimum value (in two decimal places) 

Ih-IIA-. -771 

Use a calculator to find, if possible, a better estimate of the 
optimal value of h. Give below your improved estimates and the 
corresponding values of A: 

h (to 2 decimal places) 

A 

Now give the optimal dimensions of the box: 

h Mm. 

z MM. 

b Mm. 

A- 3h 2+ 3000 
h 
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Quadratic Function 

1) The solution of the equation ax2 + bx +c=0, graphically, is the 

values of x where the function f(x) = ax2 + bx +c cuts the 

x-axis. 

If the graph cuts the x-axis in two points the equation has two 

roots. 

If the graph touches the x-axis the equation has one root. 

If the graph doesn't cut the x-axis the equation doesn't have any root. 

Using the programme, complete the table below. Put 'n. a. ' if the 

equation doesn't have roots. 

equation number of roots roots 

X2-6x+9 -0 

-X2- x+6 =0 

4x2+9x+10=0 

2) Using the programme, please complete the table below. 

fW Shape of curve Turning point 
Nature of 

turning point 

x2 + 4x +6 
2 

-2x + 8x -4 

X2 + 6x +9 
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I 

Cosine-Sine curves 

1) What is the minimum period of the functions, below 

LA---:: 40 IKO- 

The minimum period of the function f(x) is degrees. 

177 

The miniimim period of the function 

-- - -------- 

7- 

g(x) is degrees. 

The minimum period of- the function h(x) is degrees 

2) Please, sketch the graphs of the functions 

sinx, sin2x, cosx, cos2x , sinx +I cos2x and 

find their minimum period. 

Contd. / 
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I 

sin x 

sin 2x 

Cos x 

cos 2x 

sin x+ 
I cos 2x 

mlnl=, Tn period of sin x is degrees 

minimum period of sin 2x is degrees 

minimum period. of Cos x is degrees 

minimum period of cos 2x is degrees 

minimum period of sin x+j cos 2x is degrees 
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Radian 

1. Complete the table below 

degrees radians 

30 

60 

45 

150 

360 

2. Draw the angle LAOB, subtended at the centre of a circle of unit 
radius, with one side 0x and direction as shown by the arrow. 

a) 7r/3 radians G 

b) Tr/6 radians 

c)- 21r/3 radians 

&A 

d) 7r/2 radians 

e) 7r radians 

(aA 
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Vectors 

1) Draw the vector which resprsents the sum of the two vectors in 
Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3; ' 

- -------------- 

2) A bird flies due East at 50 mph and a 15 mph wind is blowing from 
the South West. Use a vector diagram to show the true direction 
and magnitude of the bird's velocity. 

1) 
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'Bridge 

*** Please complete this sheet without using the computer. *** 

1. (a) What is the shape of the cable which supports the bridge? 

(b) 
I 

Fig. 1 

At the point 220 m from the lefthand end of the bridge, the tension 
in the cable is S ktn and has the direction shown in the diagram 
above.. The lines of action of the forces T and S meet at the point R 

How far is R from the left hand end of the bridge, i. e. what is 

OIR ? OIR m 

(c) Write down in terms of S, T, the part weight of the bridge Wx 

and the angles a and d the equations for. the forces acting on the 
bridge. 

horizontal forces I- 

vertical forces 

2. -- ------ 

-____________ 

-- 1 

The weight supported by S and T 
where x= 220 m is W= 15.9 Xtn. 

x 

In the diagram beside, complete 
the triangle of forces using the 
directions of T and S in Fig. l. 

By measuring the sides of the 
triangle find the value for 
T and S 

T= Ktn 

S= Ktn. 

I 

0 
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Evaluation of consolidation aftd T)ractice exercises 

Teacher's questionriaire 
(To be completed by the teacher) 

1. Elow many students are there in your class ? 

2. How many students used the booklets ? 

3. Do you think that these exercises are 

very helpful helpful not helpful 

to the students' perfozmance ? (Tick W) your choice) 

4. Can you suggest any other topics for revision which you would 

like to add to this set of exercises ? 

D. Potari 

University of Edinburgh 

Department of Mathematics 

James Clerk Maxwell Buildings, 

The King's Buildings, 

Mayfield Road, 

Edinburgh, EH9 3JZ 

Please return this questionnaire with the students' appraisal 
forms to me. You may keep the booklets for further use if 

you wish. 
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Student's questionnaire 
(To be c=pleted by the students) 

Daily Refreshers Performance Record 

Set 1 3 7 9 10 

Time. taken 
(minutes) 

AnswermFcorrect 
first time 

When all tan sets have been done, please complete appraisal below. 

1. You found the questions 

very easy easy Ox hard very hard 

71 F7 F-7 E= F-7 
Tick 01) your choice. 

2. Do you think doing these questions has helped you with your mathematical 

studies ? 

a lot 

F-I 
Tick (r') your choice. 

-Any co=aents ? 

a little =t &t aal 

El El 

Please return to your teacher or to Miss Despina Potari, University of Edinburgh 
Department of Mathematics, Room 5315, 
James Clerk Maxwell Building, King's Building 
Mayfield Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ. 
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(To be completed by the students) 

Daily Refreshers Performance Record 

Set 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 ý 20 

Time taken 
(minutes), 

Answers correct 
first t-4 

When all tan sets have been done, please c=mplets appraisal below. 

1. You found the questions 

very easy easy Ox hard very hard 

Tick (Y) your choice. 

2. Do you think doing these questions has helped you with your mathematical 

studies ? 

a lot 

F7 
Tick (Y') yo= choice. 

3. Any comments 

a little mt *a& all 

El 1: 1 

Please return to your teacher or to Miss Despina Potarip University of Edinburgh 
Department of Mathematics, Room 5315, 
James Clerk Maxwell Building, King's Buildings, 
Mayfield Road, Edinburgh E29 3JZ. 



(TO be cmVleted by the students) 

Daily Refreshers Performance Record 

Set- 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Time. taken 
(minutes) 

Answers correct 
first 1*1 

When all tan sets have been done, please late appraisal below. 

1. You found the questions 

very easy easy OK hard very hard 

Tick (V) your choice. 

2. Do you think doing these questions has helped you with your mathematical 

studies ? 

a lot a little not at all 

F-1 El El 
Tick W) your choice. 

Any co=ents 

Please reiurn to your teacher or to Miss Despina. Potari, University of Edinburgh 
Department of Mathematics, Room 5315, 
James Clerk Maxwell Building, King's Buildings, 
Mayfield Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ. 
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(To be completed by the students) 

Daily Refreshers Performance Record 

Set 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

Time taken 
(minutes) 

Answers correct 
first time 

When all ten sets have been done, please complete appraisal below. 

1. You found the questions 

very easy easy OK hard very hard 

Tick (V) your choice. 

2. Do you think doing these questions has helped you with your math-atical 
studies ? 

a lot a little not at all 
F1 El 

Tick 01) your choice. 

3. Any comments ? 

Please return to your teacher or to Miss Despina Potari, University of Edinburgh 
Department of Mathematics, Room 5315, 
James Clerk Maxwell Building, King's Buildings, 
Mayfield Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ. 

p 
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APPENDIX C 

EvalUa: ti6ft 'of practiCal 

Teýacher's questibbriaLre 

Practical Activity Number 
F: 1 

College : 
.............................. 

Lecturer: 

Date : 
................................. 

No. of students in class F-I 
1. Time spent on this activity (approximately) Fý minutes 

2. Did the students like the activity 

3. Do you think that the activity is worth the time spent on it ? 

4. Was there any problem either with the equipment. or with the instructions given ? 
If 'Yes' Please specify : 

S. Please describe any other problems which caused difficulties to you or to the 
students during the work in this activity in the classroom. 

6. Do you-have any suggestion for improvement of the activity ? Please feel free 
to add any other cc nts you may have. 
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Student's qile*st-i-o-nnaire 

Appraisal 

Practical Activity Number F-I 

Please answer the questions below 

(Please return to Miss D. Potari) 

Name : 

College: 
------------------------- 

Date 

1. Time spent on this activity (approximately) F-I minutes 

2. Did you find this activity 

not interesting at all FI 
interesting Tick your option 

very interesting 

3. Did you have any problem understanding the instructions given in the 
workcard ? If 'Yes', please specify. 

4. Did you have any problem in using the equipment ? If 'Yes' please specify. 

S. Please write below any suggestions you may have about the improvement of this 
activity. 

6. Further co=ents ? 
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Teacherl"s instructi'Ofts. for the 

. InvestIgation coinpeti'tfon 
Investigations Competition 1986-7 

Four investigations have been chosen for this small competition. 

These are 

1. The Best Way of Calculating the Square Root of Two. 

2. Design a Two-Pint Milk Carton. 

3. A Series of Equilateral Triangles. 

4. Working out the Values of sine- (0 <8< 90) 

These investigations have been chosen because they are suitable for a 
wide range of ability. 

Investigation 2 (Design a two-pint milk carton) is described in the 
Guidelines for Teaching and Learning Approaches for the 16-18 Action Plan., 
Module M2/A1. A possible approach is described in the guideline. 

In investigation 3 (A Series of Equilateral Triangles) some book references 
have been added to help the students with their investigation of properties 
like focus of a parabola, tangent, latus rectum, vertex, axis of symmetry. 

In investigation 4a generalisation of the method used for calculating 
sin 32.4* is asked for which can be used for calculating sin9O for 
0<0< 90 

Some possible approaches or comments to the investigations 1,3 and 4 are given 
in the teaching guide. 

It is expected that the students will work on these investigations in their 
own time attempting one investigation every fortnight. Please give an 
introduction to each one. 

It is expected that students will have diffictiltywith this method of working 
in Mathematics, although many will have used it for statistics and computing. 

Please give them some general suggestions about the investigation, emphasising 
that there is not a unique way of approaching the problem nor a unique 
answer. 

The students may ask for advice and help during their work on the investigation 
(for example you might arrange a time when they can come for advice and help). 
They will need encouragement to complete their task.: Each essay must be at 
most 1000 words. (i. e. 4 sides of AQ. The presentation of their work is 
very important. 

The students-should be encouraged to write clearly, give references to sources 
of information, draw carefully any graphs, set out clearly numerical results. 
When they have written computer programs for the solution of the problems, 
the computer programs and the results should be documented. If you have the 
time, we would be grateful for your comments on their work and for your ranking 
of the essays. Please send the essays to Miss Despina Potari, Department of 
Mathematics, University of Edinburgh, James Clerk Maxwell Building, King's 
Buildings, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ. We will correct them and return 
them to you as-soon as possible. It would be very helpful to have some comments 
from the students about the exercises, how long they spent on the exercise, 
whether they enjoyed it, whether they found it difficult or easy, etc... - This 
information would be separated from the essays and would not affect the award 
of the prize. % 
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It would be also very helpful for us to have any comments you may have 
about the work of the students through the investigations (It was very 
difficult for their level, they found it interesting, boring, etc... ) 

Thank you for your assistance with this work. 

Despina Potari. 

f 
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University of Edinburgh 
Department of Mathematics 
James Clerk Maxwell Building, The King's Buildings, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, EH93JZ 

Module M2/A1 : Course Materials Appraisal School/College ................... 

1. Number of students in the class 

2. is there enough equipment available in your classroom to use these materials 
(eg. microcomputers, overhead projectors etc... )? 

3. in a few words, describe your relationship with the students (eg. -good 
contact, no communication etc... ) 

4. Similarly, describe the relationship between the students in the classroom 
(eg. cooperative, they work together, etc... -) 

In which ways did you help the students to learn (eg. lecturing, discussing 
with them individually, suggesting additional work, etc ... )? 

6. Of the materials which I sent you which ones did you actually use in the 
course? (Tick (-/) them) 

computer programs 
practical activities 

consolidation and practice exercises 
posters 

video taped. expositions 
investigations 

tape booklets 
tj 

Final" que'stlonriaires 

Te'acher I's qise: d. ti*onila'kre 
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7. on average how much time did you spend on the materials per week 
(i. e. per 4 hou: es) ? 

Time spent 

computer programs 

practical activities 

video taped'(or teacher's) 
expositions, including 
discussion and activities 
of the students based on 
the progr s 

investigations 

tape booklets (if they 
were used in the classroom) 

Describe any problems which you had in using the materials or which 
prevented you from using them. (eg. not enough availability of computers, 
the materials did not work properly etc ... ) 

Problems 

Computer programs : 

Practical activities : 

Consolidation and. 
practice exercises 

Posters : 

147. 

Videotaped expositions: 



Investigations : 

Tape booklets : 

Other questions about the materials : 

Computer programs : 

a) How were the program used? (eg. illustrative, reinforce nt materials 
etc.. ) 

b) Describe the students' reactions to them (eg. they liked, they found them 
boring, etc.. '. ) 

Practical activities : 

a) How were they used? (eg. work in groups, discussion about the results etc.. ) 

b) Describe the students' reactions to them (eg. they liked or not etc.. '. ) 

Posters 

a) Did the students notice them? (by themselves or after your encouragement? ) 

b) What effects did they have in the classroom? (eg. discussion or a 
possible investigation arising from them etc... ) 

c) Describe the students' reactions to them (eg. they liked or not etc ) 
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Videotaped exTýositions -. 

a) How were they used? (eg. discussion after each Program, additional 
teaching, practice by the students etc... ) 

b) Describe the students' reactions to them (eg. they liked or not etc ) 

Investigations : 

a) Sow were they used? (eq. the students worked together etc 

b) Describe the students' reactions to them (eg. they liked or not eta 

Tape booklets : 

a) Where they were used? (eg. in the college's library, classroom, home etc 

b) Describe the students I reactions to them (eg. they liked or not etc. ) 

10. What other-materials were used? (eg. books, notes etc 

11. Which materials do you think were-most successful in the classroom? 

12. Did the organisation of the-college cause some problems in the course? 
(eg. classes, equipment, timetable etc.. ) 

c 
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13. How much do you think the students founJ the course 

enjoyable? 
dif f icult? 
worthwhile? 
anything else? 

14. Did you have any problem in teaching the course because of the characteristics 
of this particular class? (eg. lack of uniform background, ages etc ... ) 

15. How was the course assessed? Would you like to assess any parts of it in 
other ways? 

16. Which of the materials you have been given would you like to use in the 
future? 

17. Are there other materials you would-also like to use in the future? 

18. Apart from the materials I have sent you, did you use teaching materials 
obtained from any other source? 

Flow do you think new ideas and materials could best be disseminated? 

19. What kind of support would you like to have to make the course more successful? 
(eg. from the college or from different authorities etc... ) 

20. Have you any other suggestions? 

Thank you very much for the time you spent completing this appraisal and for 
your cooperation and help in developing these teaching materials. 

D. Potari 



Student's questionnaire 

University of Edinburgh 
Department of Mathematics 
James Clerk Maxwell Building, The King's Buildings, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, EI-19 3JZ 

Module M2/AI : Course Appraisal School/College ................... 

1. Did you like the course? Why? 

2. Do you think the course will be useful for your future studies? 

Have you noticed any improvement in your ability in mathematics as a result 
of the course? 

4. Do you like mathematics now more than before starting the course or less? 

S. Describe your relationship with the other -students *and with your teacher 
(eg. friendly, cool etc. ). 

6. Please identify which topics of the course you found difficult 

ERRORS Very difficult 
difficult 

average 
easy 

very easy 

LINEAR very difficult 
FUNCTION difficult 

average 
easy 

very easy 
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QUADRATIC Very difficult 
FUNCTION difficult 

average 
easy 

very easy 

TRIGONOMETRY very difficult 
difficult 

average 
easy 

very easy 

VECTORS very difficult 
difficult 

average 
easy 

very easy 

If you have particular difficulties with any of those topics, can you 
explain what caused them? 

Please tick which of the materials below you used 

Computer programs 
practical activities 
consolidation and 
practice exercises 
posters 
videotaped expositions 
investigations 
tape booklets 
books (specify) 
notes 
others (specify) 

a. Did you find the 

Computer programs very interesting 
Tick interesting 

not interesting at all your 
option. 

practical very interesting Tick (Y) 
activities interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 



consolidation and very interesting Tick (vf) 
practice exercises interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 

posters very interesting Tick 
interestIng your 

not interesting at all option. 

videotaped very ihteresting Tick 
expositions interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 

investigations very interesting Tick 
interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 

tape booklets very interesting Tick 
interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 

books very interesting Tick 
interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 

notes very interesting Tick 
interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 

others very interesting Tick 
interesting your 

not interesting at all option. 

9. Did you find the 

computer 2rograms very helpful Tick W) 
helpful your 

not helpful at all option. 

practical very helpful Tick (vo 
activities helpful your 

not helpful at all option. 

consolidation and very helpful Tick W) 

practice exercises helpful your 
not helpful at all option. 
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posters very helpful Tick 
helpful your 

not helpful at all option 

videotaped very helpful Tick 
exposit. ions helpful your 

not helpful at all option 

investigations very helpful Tick 
helpful your 

not helpful at all option 

tape booklets very helpful Tick 
helpful your 

not helpful at all option 

books very helpful Tick (Y) 
helpful your 

not helpful at all option 

notes very helpful Tick (Y) 
helpful your 

not helpful. at all option 

others very helpful Tick 
helpful your 

not helpful at all option 

10. What qualifications in mathematics did you have before you started the 
c6urse? (eg. 0 grade etc. ) 

Are there any problems you faced. with the course that you would like to 
comment on? 

12. What sort of changes would you like to see in the course? (eg. more self-help 
materials-, better learning envirorment,... ) 

13. Can you make any other suggestions for improving the course? 
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14. Are there any other comments, about the course, the materials, the 
college or anything else, that you would like to make? 

Thank you very much for your help and cooperation. 

D. Potari 

p 


